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Abstract. In recent years, actively secure SPDZ-like protocols for dishonest majority, like SPDZ2k ,
Overdrive2k, and MHz2k, over base rings Z2k have become more and more efficient. In this paper,
we present a new actively secure MPC protocol Multipars that outperforms these state-of-the-art
protocols over Z2k by more than a factor of 2 in the two-party setup in terms of communication.
Multipars is the first actively secure N -party protocol over Z2k that is based on linear homomorphic
encryption (LHE) in the offline phase (instead of oblivious transfer or somewhat homomorphic
encryption in previous works). The strong performance of Multipars relies on a new adaptive packing
for BGV ciphertexts that allows us to reduce the parameter size of the encryption scheme and the
overall communication cost. Additionally, we use modulus switching for further size reduction, a
new type of enhanced CPA security over Z2k , a truncation protocol for Beaver triples, and a new
LHE-based offline protocol without sacrificing over Z2k .
We have implemented Multipars and therewith provide the fastest preprocessing phase over Z2k .
Our evaluation shows that Multipars offers at least a factor of 8 lower communication costs and
up to a factor of 15 faster runtime in the WAN setting compared to the currently best available
actively secure MPC implementation over Z2k .

1 Introduction

With multi-party computation (MPC), several parties can compute arbitrary functions or circuits on
private data without revealing any information about the inputs apart from the result and what might
be inferred from it. While the theoretical foundations of MPC go well back to the last century, MPC
has seen a rise in popularity in recent years—both in academia and industry, e.g., for privacy-preserving
machine learning [MZ17, CKR+20, HLHD22], which is due to the development of first (reasonably)
efficient MPC protocols like SPDZ [DPSZ12]. One of the main features of SPDZ and related protocols
like [DKL+13, KOS16, KPR18, BCS19] are their high security guarantees that protect privacy of honest
parties’ input data even if all other MPC parties act maliciously. To achieve both—high security and
efficiency—SPDZ-like protocols use a two-phase approach with an input-independent offline phase which
provides structured random data, e.g., Beaver triples [Bea91], to a then lightweight online phase. It
therewith allows for an efficient online computation on sensitive input data.

Efficiency of these two-phase MPC protocols is mostly dictated by their communication complexity
(cf. [KPR18, CKR+20]). Both the number of communication rounds and the amount of data that needs
to be sent are dominating the runtime of protocols if parties communicate over real networks, e.g., the
Internet, which introduces communication delay and generally has only a limited bandwidth. Local com-
putation time is usually less critical as it is comparably lower than the communication time and can often
be fully parallelized. Apart from their effect on the overall runtime, communication and bandwidth also
affect the monetary costs especially when the MPC protocol is deployed on paid (cloud) infrastructures.

One key characteristic that influences the communication cost and overall runtime is the type of primi-
tives used by SPDZ-like protocols in the offline phase: SPDZ [DPSZ12, DKL+13] and Overdrive HighGear
[KPR18] use somewhat homomorphic encryption (SHE), MASCOT [KOS16] and SPDZ2k [CDE+18] use
oblivious transfer, and LowGear [KPR18] uses LHE. The encryption based SPDZ-like protocols use a
BGV-type encryption scheme [BGV12] which is naturally linearly homomorphic, i.e., supports the ad-
dition of encrypted data and multiplication of encrypted data with plaintext vectors—akin to single
instruction multiple data (SIMD) operations. The BGV scheme can become somewhat homomorphic,
i.e., also support one ciphertext-ciphertext multiplication. However, this requires a larger ciphertext
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size.1 We will refer to protocols that use only the LHE property of the BGV-scheme and therefore have
generally smaller ciphertext sizes as LHE-based protocols. Protocols that use BGV ciphertext-ciphertext
multiplications are called SHE-based.

Furthermore, SPDZ-like protocols can also be characterized by the underlying arithmetic model they
use. The main branch including SPDZ itself and major improvements like [KOS16, KPR18, BCS19] work
over finite fields Fp. Finite field arithmetic comes with several strong properties and supports, for instance,
aforementioned single instruction multiple data (SIMD) operations in protocols based on homomorphic
encryption (HE), since the underlying cyclotomic rings decompose nicely over finite fields.

While finite field arithmetic has a wide variety of applications, it is not ideally suited to work with
modern CPUs, which naturally support arithmetic modulo 2k. Additionally, arithmetic modulo 2k is bet-
ter suited to compute binary operations, shifts, truncations, and comparisons [BLW08, CS10, CDE+18].
It is therefore not surprising that a more recent, but still far less developed, branch of SPDZ-like protocols
tries to construct secure protocols over Z2k . As might be expected, this is a non-trivial task given the
weaker structural properties available over a base ring. Some of the resulting problems have however been
solved in recent years.

For example, the obvious existence of non-trivial non-invertible elements in R = Z2k implies that
the classical MAC authentication, which guarantees security against malicious adversaries in the Fp-
case, no longer provides any protection. This problem has been addressed by SPDZ2k [CDE+18], where
the authors extend the MAC formalism of SPDZ by computing MACs no longer in R directly but in
some larger ring R′ = Z2k+s and therewith circumvent the invertibility issues to regain security against
malicious adversaries.

Another issue over Z2k is the incompatibility of 2k-based cyclotomic rings (commonly used in the triple
production phase of LHE/SHE offline phases) with SIMD instructions.2 Overdrive2k [OSV20] addresses
this problem and presents the first SHE-based protocol. To this end, the authors of [OSV20] construct a
new packing method, which uses about 20% of the available slots, and hence, 20% of the SIMD potential
of the encryption scheme. While this is still far less efficient than in the field case, where all ciphertext
slots, i.e., 100%, can be used, it presented a first reasonably efficient HE-based offline phase in the Z2k

setup and sparked further investigation in this kind of protocol. The currently best ring-based protocol
MHz2k [CKL21] is SHE-based (just as [OSV20]), i.e., it relies on SHE, but uses a new packing that
increases the number of slots that can be used to approximately 50%.

The focus of our paper is to further improve the efficiency of SPDZ-like protocols over Z2k with a
special focus on the highly relevant low-party setups. Low-party setups are well-suited to cloud-based
applications of MPC in real-world applications [JVC18, RRK+20, TKTW21, HLHD22]. Motivated by
the superior performance of Overdrive LowGear in the case of a base field, we create a Z2k version of
LowGear that outperforms the SHE-based Z2k -protocol [CKL21], e.g., by around 2.2× in the two-party
setup analyzed in [CKL21]. We call our protocol Multipars (multi-party rust) because we implemented
it in the Rust programming language.

The efficiency of Multipars is based on several technical improvements of independent interest. First,
we use a new adaptive packing which changes depending on the operations it is used in. For some cipher-
texts we use the tweaked interpolation packing from [CKL21], since it has better packing efficiency than
the original packing from Overdrive2k [OSV20]. When we do not need to perform a slotwise plaintext-
ciphertext multiplication, we instead use the coefficient packing, which allows us to avoid the still signifi-
cant factor 2 packing overhead from [CKL21]. That is, we use 50% of the ciphertext slots with the tweaked
interpolation packing in our multiplication subprotocol (Figure 2) and 100% with the coefficient packing
in our authentication subprotocol (Figure 3). Similarly, the BGV parameters are chosen separately (and
hence optimally) for different subprotocols.

1 We remark that these SHE schemes additionally need some key switching material not needed for LHE—we
refer to [DKL+13] for further details.

2 Note that SPDZ2k uses oblivious transfer which does not use SIMD instructions even in the field case, i.e., the
incompatibility issue does not occur, but also the advantage of more recent SIMD-based constructions is not
used, which ultimately leads to a lower communication efficiency than, e.g., Overdrive2k [OSV20].
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Second, we lift the recent optimized LHE-based protocol of [RRKK23] to the Z2k setup. LowGear 2.0
[RRKK23] avoids the costly sacrificing step in LowGear by intertwining the triple production and triple
authentication subprotocols. On its own, this approach is no longer secure if we work over Z2k , since an
adversary can deviate from the honest packing technique. However, the tweaked interpolation packing
from [CKL21] comes with a zero-knowledge proof of message knowledge (ZKPoMK) which prevents such
an attack. Additionally, [RRKK23] as well as [KPR18] use the enhanced CPA security of the underlying
cryptosystem to protect against selective failure attacks (in the MAC checks). Again, this property does
not transfer to our cryptosystems over Z2k . In fact, [CRFG20] showed that enhanced CPA security does
not hold for any HE scheme over Z2k . We circumvent this problem by introducing a slightly relaxed form
of enhanced CPA security, which we call 2s-enhanced CPA security. We prove that our cryptosystems
provide this type of security. In particular, a new truncation protocol for Beaver triples allows us to use
this 2s-enhanced CPA security to construct a maliciously secure triple generation protocol.

Third, we employ modulus switching to reduce the size of (most) ciphertexts, which leads to about
40% less overall communication. To use modulus switching for size reduction (instead of its traditional
use as noise reduction) is a useful tool that might be applicable in other SPDZ-like setups.

Last, we construct a new zero-knowledge proof of plaintext knowledge (ZKPoPK) for BGV with plain-
text modulus 2k that—in contrast to prior work [BCS19, CKL21]—does not require post-processing the
ciphertexts while attaining the same security parameters. In our concrete instantiation of the ZKPoPK,
we employ the rejection sampling idea from [Lyu09] in the non-interactive setting and therewith reduce
the soundness slack and as a byproduct achieve perfect (instead of statistical) zero-knowledge.

We formally prove the security of our new protocols and have implemented Multipars in Rust. We
therewith provide the currently fastest software implementation of a preprocessing phase for SPDZ2k .
Our implementation is available at [Has23].

We have evaluated Multipars in terms of communication per triple produced and compare it against
prior works in the Z2k setting: In the two-party3 setup Multipars outperforms MHz2k [CKL21] by around
2.2×, Overdrive2k [OSV20] by around 11×, and SPDZ2k [CDE+18] by 8–30×. Our benchmarks show
that, even in fast networks (LAN, 1 Gbps, 0.2 ms RTT, 16 local threads, 64-bit statistical security and
plaintext size) where computation is the bottleneck, Multipars can produce more triples per second than
the SPDZ2k preprocessing phase implemented in MP-SPDZ [DEF+19]—the only SPDZ-like protocol
over Z2k with a publicly available implementation besides ours. Our advantage compared to SPDZ2k is
especially pronounced in the WAN setting (100 ms RTT) with a speedup of up to 13.7× at 50 Mbps or
15.2× at 500 Mbps.

Contributions.

– We present a new SPDZ-like triple generation protocol Multipars over Z2k that outperforms the prior
best protocol in the same setting, MHz2k, by a factor of 2.2 in terms of communication.

– With the newly introduced concept of 2s-enhanced CPA security and a new truncation technique for
Beaver triples, we provide an efficient protection against selective failure attacks.

– We introduce technical tools of independent interest (adaptive packing, new modulus switching based
techniques, maliciously secure key generation) which contribute to the security and the high efficiency
of Multipars compared to previous protocols over Z2k .

– We present a new software implementation of an HE-based preprocessing phase for SPDZ2k . Previous
HE-based protocols like MHz2k [CKL21] or Overdrive2k [OSV20] do currently not provide an im-
plementation. Our implementation computes triples up to 15.2 times faster than the fastest existing
ring-based implementation in MP-SPDZ [DEF+19].

Structure of the Paper. After introducing preliminaries in Section 2, we present our instantiation of
the BGV encryption scheme and a secure key generation protocol in Section 3. We show the 2s-enhanced
CPA security of this BGV instantiation in Section 4. Our main contribution, the new LHE-based triple
generation, is presented in Section 5 with a security proof in Appendix A. Next, we introduce our new
3 In the related works we compare against, only the two-party setup has been analyzed.
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zero-knowledge proofs in Section 6. Finally, we choose concrete parameters and evaluate our protocol and
implementation based on these parameters in Section 7. More details can be found in the appendix and
our implementation is provided at [Has23].

2 Preliminaries

Notation. For n ∈ N, let [n] := {0, . . . , n − 1}, let Zn := Z/nZ and let Z∗
n be its group of units. We

use bold letters for vectors (v) and capital letters for matrices (A). For vectors v,w we denote their
concatenation by v||w. For x ≡ y (mod 2k) we also use the shorthand notation x ≡k y.

2.1 Secret Sharing Scheme

We use the authenticated additive secret sharing scheme introduced in [CDE+18] for base rings Z2k :
Given a security parameter s, each party Pi receives a [α]i ∈ Z2s such that α ≡k+s

∑
i[α]i for a secret

MAC key α ∈ Z2k+s . For a secret x ∈ Z2k each party Pi receives an additive share [x]i ∈ Z2k+s such
that x ≡k

∑
i[x]i. To open a shared [x], each party Pi broadcasts [x]i and all parties can reconstruct

x. The scheme is full threshold, i.e., if an adversary controls all but one share, they still cannot deduce
any information on the secret value. In addition to the actual share [x]i, each party Pi also gets a share
[γx]i ∈ Z2k+s such that

∑
i[γx]i ≡k+s α

∑
i[x]i. γx ∈ Z2k+s is called MAC of x. The MACs are used in

our MAC check protocol ΠSingleCheck (cf. Figure 6) to verify the integrity of opened shares and to detect
malicious behavior. We call the pair JxKi = ([x]i, [γx]i) an authenticated share of x at party Pi. Please
note that this (authenticated) secret sharing scheme allows local computation of linear combinations of
(authenticated) shares, i.e., [x]i + [y]i = [x + y]i or c · [x]i = [c · x]i for shares of x and y and a public
known constant c. The same properties also apply to authenticated shares, e.g., Jx+yKi = JxKi+JyKi. For
the multiplication of two shared value [x] and [y] we use Beaver triples (JaKi, JbKi, JcKi) where c = ab and
a, b ∈ Z2k are uniformly random. Each party Pi first opens the masked inputs [x]i − [a]i, [y]i − [b]i and
reconstructs x−a, y−b. A share of the product is then computed as Jx·yKi = (x−a)·JyKi+JaKi·(y−b)+JcKi.
The Beaver triples are generated in the offline phase.

2.2 Cyclotomic Ring of Integers

For m ∈ N, Φm denotes the m-th cyclotomic polynomial. In this work, we require m to be a prime
number, in which case Φm(X) = (Xm − 1)/(X − 1) =

∑m−1
i=0 Xi. We define R := Z[X]/Φm(X) and

Rn := R/nR for a natural number n.

Power Basis. Bpower := (Xi)i∈Z∗
m

= (X1, . . . , Xm−1) is a Z-basis of R. We call it the power basis.4
Unless otherwise stated, the term coefficients refers to the coefficients in the power basis. For B ∈ N we
denote by R≤B the set of polynomials from R where all coefficients are within [−B,B). We can pack
m − 1 elements a1, . . . , am−1 of Z into the coefficients of a polynomial f ∈ R in the power basis, i.e.,
f(X) =

∑m−1
i=1 aiX

i. We call this trivial packing the coefficient packing of a1, . . . , am−1.

Statistically Close Distributions. For δ ∈ R≥0 and two distributions X ,Y that output an element
or a tuple of elements from R, we denote by X ≈δ Y that each (power basis) coefficient of the output of
X is distributed within statistical distance ≤ δ of the corresponding coefficient of the output of Y.

4 Note that this is not the traditional power basis as used in [LPR13]: instead of the constant X0, we include the
element Xm−1 ≡ −

∑m−2
i=0 Xi. This makes it easier to change between power basis and CRT basis via Rader’s

FFT algorithm, as the constant coefficient is always 0.
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CRT Basis. Let q be a prime number and let d be the order of q in Z∗
m. Let r := φ(m)/d, φ(m) = m−1

and ζ be a primitive m-th root of unity. Then Φm mod q factors into r distinct irreducible monic (and
hence pairwise coprime) polynomials fi ∈ Fq[X], i.e., Φm(X) ≡

∏r−1
i=0 fi(X) (mod q). Each of those

factors has degree d. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) it follows that Rq
∼=×r−1

i=0
Fq[X]/(fi).

We call the preimage BCRT := (bCRT
i )i∈[r] ∈ Rr

q of the standard basis of×r−1

i=0
Fq[X]/(fi) ≃ (Fqd)

r

in Rq the CRT basis of Rq, i.e., the preimage of (1, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , (0, . . . , 0, 1) ∈ (Fqd)
r. We call the

coefficients CRT(a) := (ai)i∈[r] ∈ Zq[X]/(fi) ≃ Fqd of the an element a ∈ Rq in the CRT basis the CRT
representation of a, i.e., a = ⟨BCRT, (ai)i∈[r]⟩.

Furthermore note that while Gal(Fq(ζ)/Fq) = AutFq
(Fq(ζ)) ≃ ⟨q⟩ ⊂ Z∗

m preserves the irreducible
factors Fq[X]/(fi), the Galois group Gal(Q(ζ)/Q) ≃ Z∗

m acts by κi : R → R, f(X) 7→ f(Xi) transitively
on the set of components {Z[X]/(fi) : 0 ≤ i < r}. The quotient Z∗

m/⟨q⟩ then acts freely and transitively
on the respective set over Fq, i.e., we find for each two components exactly one element h ∈ Z∗

m/⟨q⟩ such
that κh maps one component to the other. Since m is prime, Z∗

m is cyclic and we find a generator g ∈ Z∗
m,

i.e., h = gk for some k. This allows us to fix an order of the irreducible factors Fq[X]/(fi) such that
fi+k mod r(X) = gcd(fi(X

gk

), Φm(X)) (cf. [GHS12a]). We will use this order in the rest of the paper.
Finally, we use Hensel’s lemma to lift the construction to prime powers qT , i.e., we find monic irre-

ducible polynomials f̃i ∈ ZqT [X] such that f̃i mod q = fi, deg(fi) = deg(f̃i), Φm mod qT =
∏r−1

i=0 f̃i, and
ZqT [X]/(Φm) ≃×r−1

i=0
ZqT [X]/(f̃i).

2.3 Tweaked Interpolation Packing

Let t := k + 2s. We want to use the previously described spaces RqT in the special case q = 2 and for
some suitable natural number T to compute multiplications of elements from Z2t in a SIMD way. A direct
approach to do this is to choose T = t and to encode numbers from Z2t in the constant coefficient of
Z2T [X]/(f̃i). Since R2T contains r components Z2T [X]/(f̃i) we can encode an r-tuple of numbers from
Z2t in one element of R2T . Now multiplication in R2T results in a component-wise multiplication of the
r-tuples, i.e., we can simultaneously perform r multiplications of elements in Z2t . However, this direct
approach only uses 1/d of the available coefficients, i.e., only the constant terms of a degree d polynomial in
Z2T [X]/(f̃i). To better use the full potential of R2T we have to use more evolved packing methods to pack
more elements from Z2t into slots of R2T such that multiplication in R2T still corresponds to component-
wise multiplication of (then larger) tuples from Z2t . A first non-trivial (but still simple) packing method
was introduced in Overdrive2k [OSV20] which allows to use approximately d0.6 of the d polynomial
coefficients (in each slot). Overdrive2k [OSV20] encodes several values from Z2t in a sparse polynomial
in a way that (some) coefficients of the polynomial product are simple multiplications of coefficients of
the factors (rather than sums over coefficients), e.g., (aX + a′)(bX + b′) = abX2 + (ab′ + a′b)X + a′b′

contains the products ab and a′b′ as 2- and 0-coefficient.
MHz2k [CKL21] proposes a far more evolved and far more efficient packing method that uses 1/2 of

the available slots. The idea of this so-called tweaked interpolation packing is to pack values from Z2t into
evaluation points of the polynomials in different slots. More concretely, [CKL21] introduces maps

pack : ZM
2t → R2T , unpack : R2T → ZM

2t

for T = t+2δ, δ > 0 suitably large, D := ⌊(d+1)/2⌋, and M := D ·r such that for x = (x(i,j))(i,j)∈[r]×[D]

we have

CRT(pack(x))i(j) = 2δ · x(i,j) mod 2t+δ, (1)

i.e., pack maps M numbers x(i,j) ∈ Z2t to a polynomial pack(x) ∈ R2T whose i-th component polynomial
CRT(pack(x))i = pack(x) (mod f̃i) evaluates at the point j to 2δ · x(i,j) mod 2t+δ. [CKL21] shows that
for a suitably large δ such a packing exists. Furthermore, the choice D := ⌊(d + 1)/2⌋ guarantees that
the polynomial degree of the product of packed values in each component Z2T [X]/(f̃i) remains smaller
than d and does not wrap around. The evaluation values 2δ · x(i,j) mod 2t+δ are chosen such that for the
product of two values µij = 2δ · x(i,j) mod 2t+δ and νij = 2δ · y(i,j) mod 2t+δ one has µijνij ≡T z(i,j)2

2δ
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for z(i,j) = x(i,j)y(i,j) mod 2t, i.e., the product of our values in Z2t can be reconstructed from (the values
of the) polynomial product. In particular, to unpack a product one simply evaluates at each j ∈ [D] and
then removes the factor 22δ from the value. As in [CKL21], in order to later use a more efficient ZKPoMK
with the BGV encryption scheme, we work with T = t + 2δ + E (instead of T = t + 2δ) for some small
E ∈ N. The unpack operation then has to first remove these E additional bits and then unpack products
as described before, i.e., by evaluation and removing the 22δ factor. Overall, pack and unpack have the
following homomorphic property:

unpack(pack(a) · pack(b)) = a⊙ b.

where ⊙ denotes the component-wise multiplication in ZM
2t . For proofs and further details we refer to

[CKL21].
In our protocol ΠTriple in Figure 4 we will have to mask a product of packed values pack(a)·pack(b). To

find a suitable mask, observe that each such product is in the group G of Z2T -polynomials of degree smaller
than d whose values on [D] are in 22δZ2t . Our unpacking procedure, i.e., evaluate on [D] and multiply by
2−2δ, is then a surjective group homomorphism G → ZM

2t .5 We denote its fiber, i.e., the preimage over e ∈
ZM
2t by pack′(e). Now the masks are sampled uniformly from G and added to a product pack(a) · pack(b).

Since we are in the group G this is a one-time-pad encryption and therefore (information-theoretically)
secure. If we unpack the masked product we get a⊙b+e if the mask was taken from pack′(e). Note that
the uniform distribution on G induces the uniform distribution on {(e, x) | e ∈ ZM

2t , x ∈ pack′(e)} and
we can therefore also sample e ∈ ZM

2t uniformly at random first and then sample an element of the fiber
pack′(e). In slight abuse of notation we will denote the uniform sample from the fiber also by pack′(e).

3 BGV over Z2k

In this section we describe the LHE scheme BGV used in our secure offline protocol. We explain the homo-
morphic properties of BGV and how they can be used in a secure multiplication protocol. Furthermore,
we add a short description of a secure key generation usually not discussed in the literature.

Our instantiation of the BGV encryption scheme [BGV12] for a plaintext space R2k is the same
as in [OSV20] and is based on [GHS12b]. We similarly use the NewHope [ADPS16] approximation of
the discrete Gaussian distribution. That is, we replace the discrete Gaussian by the centered binomial
distribution CB of the same variance, which is easier to sample in software.

We describe the scheme for plaintext space R2T . In our protocol (Section 5) we instantiate the
scheme with two different values of T , depending on the packing used. Our BGV parameters for concrete
instantiations of our protocol can be found in Section 7.2.

Following [OSV20], in order to enable modulus switching, we use two moduli q0 := p0 and q1 := p0p1
where p0 and p1 are primes with p1 ≡ 1 (mod 2T ) and p0 ≡ p1 ≡ 1 (mod m).

Distributions. Apart from the uniform distribution over Rq1 , the BGV scheme also requires to sample
the following distributions.

– HWT (h): This samples a random polynomial from R with h non-zero coefficients, i.e., with Hamming
weight h, (in power basis) where all coefficients are from {−1, 0, 1} (as in [DKL+13, KPR18, OSV20]).

– CB(σ2): This samples a random polynomial from R where all coefficients (in power basis) are sampled
from the centered binomial distribution with variance σ2.

Typically, σ = 3.2 and h = 64 + Stat_sec are used [DPSZ12, DKL+13, KPR18]. We use σ2 = 10 as
[OSV20, CKL21].

5 Surjective since pack((1, . . . , 1)) ·pack(a) maps back to a for each a ∈ ZM
2t ; linear since the value at some j ∈ [D]

of the sum of 2 polynomials is the sum of their values at j.
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Key Generation, Encryption, and Decryption.

– KeyGen(): Sample sk← HWT (h), a $← Rq1 , e← CB(σ2) and set b := a · sk + 2T e. Return the secret
key sk and public key pk := (a, b) ∈ R2

q1 .
– Encpk(m ∈ R2T ): To encrypt m, sample small polynomials v ← CB(0.5) and e0, e1 ← CB(σ2). Return

the ciphertext c := (c0, c1) := (bv + 2T e0 +m, av + 2T e1) ∈ R2
q1 .

– SwitchMod(c ∈ R2
q1): Compute d ∈ R2 with d ≡ c (mod p1), d ≡ 0 (mod 2T ), ∥d∥∞ ≤ 2T−1p1.

Return c′ :=(c− d)/p1 ∈ R2
q0 .

– Decsk(c ∈ R2
qi) for i ∈ {0, 1}: To decrypt c = (c0, c1), compute m′ := c0 − sk · c1 and return the

plaintext m := (m′ cmod qi) mod 2T ∈ R2T . Here cmod denotes the centered modular reduction that
produces a polynomial with coefficients in (−qi/2, qi/2].

Homomorphic Operations and Noise. Let c = (c0, c1) and c′ = (c′0, c
′
1) be ciphertexts that encode

m and m′, respectively. We can add two ciphertexts c + c′ := (c0 + c′0, c1 + c′1), obtaining a ciphertext
that encodes m+m′. Subtraction works analogously. Multiplication in our linearly homomorphic variant
of BGV is only supported by a plaintext polynomial. For a publicly known f ∈ R2T , we can multiply
f · c := (fc0, fc1), obtaining a ciphertext that encodes fm.

Note that correct decryption of the ciphertexts obtained through these homomorphic operations is
only guaranteed as long as the noise of the ciphertext is not too large. The noise of a ciphertext c = (c0, c1)
is defined as noisesk(c) := c0 − sk · c1.

Modulus Switching. The modulus switching protocol SwitchMod described above, allows a party to
convert a ciphertext c under a modulus q1 into a ciphertext c′ under a smaller modulus q0. SwitchMod
follows the classical constructions from [BGV12] and [GHS12b, Appendix D]. When employing modulus
switching, we have to be careful that the target modulus is still large enough to guarantee correct
decryption. This is captured by the following lemma, which can be proven analogously to [BGV12,
Lemma 1].

Lemma 1. Let q0 = p0 and q1 = p0p1 where p0 and p1 are prime numbers with p1 ≡ 1 (mod 2T ) and
p0 ≡ p1 ≡ 1 (mod m). Let c ∈ R2

q1 and c′ := SwitchMod(c). Then, for any sk with ∥noisesk(c)∥∞ <

q1/2− 2T−1 · p1 · ℓ1(sk), we have Decsk(c) = Decsk(c
′).

3.1 Drowning

As in the original LowGear protocol [KPR18], we likewise need to apply so-called drowning to certain
ciphertexts to make sure that the ciphertexts’ noise does not leak sensitive information (to someone who
knows the secret key). That is, the party who knows the secret key should be able to learn the plaintext
value (by decrypting) but should not be able to infer, e.g., how this value was computed. Drowning is
performed using a modified encryption algorithm Enc′. In contrast to [KPR18], we explicitly define Enc′

and formalize (in Theorem 1) the security guarantees we obtain from it. Our definition corresponds to
what is currently used in practice [Kel20]. Enc′ is defined as follows.

– Enc′pk(m ∈ R2T , B ∈ N): To encrypt and drown m with noise bound B, proceed as in Encpk(m), except
that e0 is sampled uniformly at random from the set of polynomials with coefficients in [−B,B).

Intuitively, the security guarantee from drowning is that any two drowned ciphertexts are indistinguish-
able from each other, even for the party who knows the secret key, as long as both encrypt the same
plaintext m. This is formalized in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let S ∈ R≥1, let sk, e ∈ R with ∥sk∥∞ ≤ S and ∥e∥∞ ≤ 2σ2S, and let c0, c1 ∈ R2
q0 be

ciphertexts with Decsk(c0) = Decsk(c1). For any a ∈ Rq1 , define pk(a) := (a, a · sk + 2T e). For statistical
security parameter Stat_sec and

B ≥ 2Stat_sec(∥⌊noisesk(ci)/2
T ⌋∥∞ + φ(m)4σ2S) ∀i ∈ {0, 1},
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the two distributions {(
a

$← Rq1 , ci + Enc′pk(a)(0, B)
)}

, i ∈ {0, 1},

are computationally indistinguishable.

Proof. Let c := ci for any i ∈ {0, 1}. We show that the distribution for i is computationally indistin-
guishable from {(

a
$← Rq1 ,

(
sk · u+ 2T e0 +m,u

))
: e0

$← R[−B,B), u
$← Rq1

}
.

Then the theorem follows by transitivity.
Let x = (x0, x1) := c+ Enc′pk(a)(0, B). By definition and linearity of noise, we have

x0 = sk · x1 + noisesk(x)

= sk · x1 + noisesk(c) + noisesk

(
Enc′pk(a)(0, B)

)
= sk · x1 + noisesk(c) + 2T (ev + e0 − sk · e1)
= sk · x1 +m+ 2T (e0 + ẽ)

where v, e0, e1 are sampled as in the definition of Enc′ and ẽ := ⌊noisesk(c)/2
T ⌋+ev−sk·e1. In Theorem 1,

we chose B specifically such that B ≥ 2Stat_sec ∥ẽ∥∞. As e0 is sampled uniformly at random from R[−B,B),
it follows that e0 ≈δ e0 + ẽ for δ := 2−Stat_sec. Hence

(a,x) ≈δ

(
a,

(
sk · x1 + 2T e0 +m, x1

))
. (2)

By definition of Enc′, we have x1 = c1 + av + 2T e1. By a standard hybrid argument using the R-LWE
assumption, it follows that we can replace x1 by a uniformly random element u

$← Rq1 . That is, the
right-hand side of Equation (2) is computationally indistinguishable from (a, (sk ·u+2T e0+m, u)).

3.2 Secure Key Generation

In contrast to prior works [DPSZ12, KPR18, OSV20, CKL21] which assume that HE keys are generated
honestly by a trusted dealer, we construct a secure key generation protocol for our triple generation. In
Section 7, we present how this affects our parameters and evaluation.

In order to use Theorem 1, our secure key generation has to ensure that the assumptions of the
theorem still hold, namely that pk = (a, a · sk + 2T e) for a

$← Rq1 and some sk, e ∈ R with ∥sk∥∞ ≤ S
and ∥e∥∞ ≤ 2σ2S. Here the slack S introduces a trade-off: increasing S relaxes the requirements on the
key but at the same time increases the noise of the drowned ciphertext.

Now in order to prevent cheating, every party Pi generates her public key using an interactive protocol
that proves to the other parties that the public key conforms to the above-mentioned requirements. This
protocol is defined as follows. First, the component a of the public key is sampled using a secure coin-
flipping protocol over Rq1 . Appendix G shows how this (standard) protocol can be realized. Then Pi

computes and broadcasts the second component b = a · sk + 2T e. Finally, Pi engages with each other
party Pj (j ̸= i) in a zero-knowledge proof of secret key knowledge (ZKPoSKK) where Pi proves to know
a witness (sk, e) ∈ R2 subject to above-mentioned bounds such that b = a · sk + 2T e.

A description of our ZKPoSKK is included in Section 6.2. We designed our ZKPoSKK with a small
slack on (sk, e). Please note that more efficient ZKPoSKKs are available (e.g., similar to our construction
of ZKPoPK in Section 6) but generally result in a larger slack on (sk, e). This larger slack on the other
hand impacts the noise bounds of every ciphertext. The negative effect of a larger slack on the overall
efficiency is therefore much larger than the a slightly less efficient ZKPoSKK used only once in the key
generation.
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4 2s-Enhanced CPA Security

Similar to previous LHE-based protocols [KPR18, RRKK23], our triple generation protocol uses a MAC
check to detect misbehavior. However, the outcome of the MAC check (i.e., pass or fail) might leak
information on certain homomorphically encrypted values.

Previous LHE protocols [KPR18, RRKK23] (in the base field setting) protect against this type of
selective failure leakage by using encryption schemes, i.e., BGV in the field case, that satisfy an enhanced
CPA security [KPR18]. Unfortunately, enhanced CPA security does no longer hold over Z2T for our BGV-
type scheme. Even more, [CRFG20] showed that an adversary in the enhanced CPA security game can
always deduce the last bit of a plaintext with non-negligible advantage for any homomorphic encryption
scheme with plaintext space Z2T . We extend this result below (see Remark 1) and show that an adversary
can deduce the s least significant bits of a plaintext with success probability 1/2s.

Fortunately, under the same (classical LHE) assumptions as in [KPR18], i.e., that an adversary can
only successfully apply affine operations to ciphertext(s), this is the best an adversary can do. Namely,
with a high probability of at least 1−2−s an adversary gains no information on the T −s most significant
bits. Formally, we capture this property of BGV ciphertexts with a new security notation called 2s-
enhanced CPA security:
Definition 1. Let S = (KeyGen,Enc,Dec) be a CPA-secure asymmetric encryption scheme with a pack-
ing scheme (pack : ZM

2t → R2T , unpack : R2T → ZM
2t ). S has 2s-enhanced CPA security if for each

probabilistic and polynomial time (ppt.) adversary A there is an event E such that

(i) if Pr[E] ̸= 0 then the game G2s-CPA+ (Figure 1) aborts with probability at least 1 − 2−s over all runs
in E, i.e., Pr[abort | E] ≥ 1− 2−s,

(ii) if Pr[E] ̸= 1 then the advantage over all runs in ¬E is negligible in the computational security
parameter Comp_sec of S, i.e., |Pr[b′ = 1 | b = 1,¬E] − Pr[b′ = 1 | b = 0,¬E]| is negligible in
Comp_sec.

G2s-CPA+

1. The challenger C generates (pk, sk)← KeyGen() and sends pk to the adversary A.
2. C samples m

$← ZM
2t and sends the ciphertext c := Encpk(pack(m)) to A. C samples b

$← {0, 1}.
3. For j ∈ poly(s):

(a) A sends some cj to C.
(b) If unpack(Decsk(cj)) = 0, C sends OK to A. Otherwise, C sends abort to A and aborts and sets b′ = 0.

4. If b = 0, C sends m0 := m to A. Otherwise, C samples m̃
$← ZM

2t−s and sends m1 := 2sm̃+ (m mod 2s) to
A.

5. A outputs b′ ∈ {0, 1}.

The advantage of A is defined as advA = |Pr[b′ = 1 | b = 1]− Pr[b′ = 1 | b = 0]|.

Fig. 1: 2s-enhanced CPA security game.

Intuitively, E is the event where the adversary can gain meaningful information on the T − s most
significant bits from the oracle queries, i.e., |Pr[b′ = 1 | b = 1, E]− Pr[b′ = 1 | b = 0, E]| is non-negligible
in Comp_sec. In this case, we demand that the challenger aborts with high probability Pr[abort | E] ≥
1− 2−s. In the other case (¬E), we demand that the adversary has negligible advantage.

We remark that part (i) is a statistical security notion which is independent of the computational
power of an adversary. In particular, an adversary cannot retry to improve his chances. We therefore
choose s as in the SPDZ2k MAC scheme (see Section 2.1), such that we obtain the same statistical
security.6 A selective failure attack then has the same success probability (≤ 2−s) as cheating by guessing
the correct MAC key (cf. [CDE+18]).
6 That is, sec := ⌊s− log2(s+ 1)⌋ (see [CDE+18, Theorem 1]).
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2s-enhanced CPA-security of BGV. We now show that the BGV scheme satisfies Definition 1.
For the proof, we require the established assumption that BGV satisfies linear targeted malleability (cf.
Definition 3 or [BCI+13]). The argument in the Z2T case is identical to the field case discussed in [KPR18].
This still holds when combining BGV with the tweaked interpolation packing where encryption becomes
Encpk(pack(·)) and decryption becomes unpack(Decsk(·)). We refer to Appendix B for further details.

Theorem 2. If the BGV scheme over Z2T (cf. Section 3) satisfies linear targeted malleability, then it
also satisfies 2s-enhanced CPA security (cf. Definition 1).

Proof. If the adversary’s advantage (over all runs) is negligible in Comp_sec, then we choose E = ∅ in
order to get 2s-enhanced CPA security. Hence, we focus on adversaries A with non-negligible advantage
(over all runs) and need to find an appropriate E ̸= ∅ to satisfy Definition 1. Obviously, such an adversary
needs to make queries in G2s-CPA+ (3) or we can directly reduce to the standard CPA game.

With linear targeted malleability, G2s−CPA+ can be reduced to a security game where the adversary
sends B ∈ ZK×M

2T
and b ∈ ZK

2T to the challenger C and C returns OK if the corresponding affine function
fB,b(m) = Bm− b = 0 or else aborts (cf. Figure 15). Linear algebra tells us that B has a Smith normal
form [Bro92], i.e., there are invertible matrices S ∈ ZK×K

2T
, R ∈ ZM×M

2T
and an 0 ≤ r ≤ min{K,M}

such that S−1BR−1 = D = (δij2
βjδj<r)0≤i<K,0≤j<M with 0 ≤ β1 ≤ · · · ≤ βr < T and βi ∈ N. Thus

Bm− b = 0 is equivalent to D(Rm) = S−1b. We need one further property: if Rm = n2j + k for some
1 ≤ j ≤ s and n,k ∈ ZM

2T , then m mod 2j = R−1k mod 2j , i.e., the least j significant bits of k and
m determine each other completely. On the other hand if n is uniformly random so are the T − j most
significant bits of m since R−1n2j has uniformly random T − j most significant bits. In summary, if an
adversary gets access to the j least significant bits of Rm he can deduce the least j significant bits of
m. However, as long as he learns nothing about the more significant bits of Rm, he also cannot deduce
information about the more significant bits of m.

We want to now look at the information an adversary can actually deduce from a successful query.
Consider 1-dimensional affine functions fβ,b(m) = 2βm − b for β ∈ N, b ∈ Z2T and m ∈ Z2T uniformly
random, i.e., β = βj ,m = (Rm)j , b = (S−1b)j for some 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Then fβ,b(m) = 0 only happens
if 2βm = b. If m =

∑T−1
i=0 mi2

i and b =
∑T−1

i=0 bi2
i, this condition amounts to bi = 0 for i < β and

bi = mi−β for T > i ≥ β. If m is sampled randomly this case occurs with probability 2β−T .7 If this case
occurs, the adversary learns the T − β least significant bits of m but nothing about the more significant
bits, since they do not affect the outcome of the zero check.

Hence, in order to gain information on the T −s most significant bits (to improve the winning changes
in G2s-CPA+) the adversary needs to choose T − β > s ⇔ β < T − s. But then the game aborts with
probability 1 − 2β−T > 1 − 2−s. Please note that sending several queries does not improve the winning
chance. Namely, if the adversary uses the decryption oracle again with f2β′ ,b′ . Obviously, he chooses
β′ < β or else he can gain no new information. He should also set b′j = mj−β′ for 0 ≤ j − β′ < T − β
or else he always fails (since these mj−β′ are already determined by the first round). If he does so, the
second round does not abort with probability 2β

′−β . He then knows the t − β′ least significant bits. If
T − β′ > s then the overall abort probability is 1− 2β−T 2β

′−β = 1− 2β
′−T > 1− 2s.

In summary, we see that we can choose E as the event where at least one query of A is of the form fB,b

with B = SDR, D = (δij2
βjδj<r)0≤i<K,0≤j<M as before and β1 < T − s. Then, for runs in E, we get an

abort probability Pr[abort | E] ≥ 1−2−s; for runs in ¬E, we have βj ≥ β1 ≥ T −s for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r, so the
adversary cannot deduce any information on the T − s most significant bits from querying and it follows
that |Pr[b′ = 1 | b = 1,¬E] − Pr[b′ = 1 | b = 0,¬E]| is negligible in Comp_sec. These two statements
together mean that BGV satisfies 2s-enhanced CPA-security (for every choice 0 ≤ s < T ).

Remark 1. The previous proof contains an attack against (classical) enhanced CPA-security similar to
the one in [CRFG20]. An adversary that queries 2T−βEncpk(m) gains the β least significant bits with
probability (at least) 2−β , 0 < β ≤ T . As in [CRFG20] our attack extends to every LHE scheme with
plaintext space Z2T .

7 (Rm)j is obviously distributed uniformly at random, if m was sampled randomly.
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Next we want to explain how 2s-enhanced CPA-security can be used to construct a secure triple
generation. We obviously cannot use the last s bits of an encrypted value since these bits are not protected
under 2s-enhanced CPA-security. In our triple generation protocol, this requires us to instantiate the
packing scheme over a slightly larger ring with t = k + 2s (as opposed to t = k + s in [OSV20, CKL21]),
and to later “throw away” the s least significant bits.

5 LHE-based Triple Generation

In this section we present our new LHE-based Beaver triple generation protocol. This is the core of our
offline phase and, combined with the online phase of, e.g., [CDE+18], enables secure computation over
Z2k . As in Overdrive LowGear, we first construct a pairwise vector oblivious linear evaluation (VOLE)
subroutine ΠVOLE based on the linear homomorphic properties of the BGV scheme (cf. Section 3). In our
offline phase, the subroutine is then used in the construction of c = a · b, α · a and α · c in a Beaver triple
(JaK, JbK, JcK). ΠVOLE not only combines the state-of-the-art tweaked interpolation packing with LowGear
but also adds a modulus switching step that reduces the overall communication by about 40%. Moreover,
we present our new authentication subprotocol ΠAuth. Finally, we use ΠVOLE and ΠAuth in our triple
generation protocol ΠTriple. This extends the recent optimization [RRKK23] of LowGear to the Z2k setup
and solves the additional security issues that arise in the Z2k setup.

The protocols make use of three ideal functionalities. FRand is a (standard) functionality that provides
all parties with a (common) uniformly random value (or vector of values). The other two functionalities
FZKPoK and FDiag

ZKPoK ensure correctly encrypted values are sent to the receiving parties, i.e., FZKPoK ensures
a valid encryption of a correctly packed message and FDiag

ZKPoK ensures a valid encryption of a constant
polynomial (i.e., diagonal plaintext). For a formal definition of these two functionalities, see Appendix A.
They are realized with the respective ZKPoPKs (Section 6). Moreover, the realization of FZKPoK requires
an additional ZKPoMK in order to guarantee correct packing.

5.1 Vector Oblivious Linear Evaluation (VOLE)

A central subprotocol in the triple generation is our VOLE protocol ΠVOLE (Figure 2). This two-party
protocol multiplies the vector input a of one party A component-wise with each of the n vector inputs
b0, . . . , bn−1 of another party B. The results are shares di at A and shares ei at B such that di+ei = a⊙bi
for i ∈ [n]. As a is the same for each bi, the protocol only needs to provide it once (together with a single
ZKPoPK) for arbitrarily many bi.

Two-Party Protocol ΠVOLE

A(a ∈ ZM
2t ): B(b0, . . . , bn−1 ∈ ZM

2t ):

a := pack(a) → FZKPoK → ca

∀i ∈ [n] :

ei
$← ZM

2t+s

mi
$← 2t+s+2δR2E

cdi ← cabi − Enc′pkA

(
pack′(ei) +mi

)
c′di := SwitchMod(cdi)
Return (ei)i

∀i ∈ [n] :
di := DecskA(c′di)
di := unpack(di) (or abort if not a valid packing)
Return (di)i

(c′di
)i

←−−−−−

Fig. 2: Protocol for vector oblivious linear evaluation.

ΠVOLE is modelled following the LowGear pairwise multiplication protocol in [KPR18, Figure 7, Mul-
tiply, step 2]. However, ΠVOLE has several novelties: Most notably, the inputs are vectors over Z2t instead
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of a finite field. In order to pack many elements from Z2t into a single BGV ciphertext, ΠVOLE uses the
tweaked interpolation packing with M denoting the number of slots. Note that the tweaked interpolation
packing is not surjective onto the plaintext space. As a consequence, just like in [CKL21], the functionality
FZKPoK needs to guarantee not only that ca is a valid ciphertext but also that the underlying plaintext
is a valid packing of some message. That is, in the realization of FZKPoK, the prover A needs to perform
not only a ZKPoPK but also a ZKPoMK.

So far, what we described applies the techniques from [CKL21] to the LowGear pairwise multiplication
protocol. Furthermore, our protocol ΠVOLE contains a new optimization: Before returning the ciphertexts
cdi to party A, we apply modulus switching in order to significantly reduce the size of most transmitted
ciphertexts, i.e., by 54–66% in our setup (cf. Section 7.2). Note that we must start with a large enough
modulus q1 such that we can apply drowning with sufficiently large noise, i.e., the noise of Enc′. After the
noise is added, we can switch to a smaller modulus q0. The only constraint is that q0 must still be large
enough to ensure correct decryption (cf. Lemma 1). This optimization reduces the overall communication
of the triple generation, i.e., including those ciphertexts that cannot be modulus-switched and including
other values that need to be transmitted, by about 40%.

Note that, similar to [CKL21], we use a ZKPoMK with slack in the exponent for a more efficient
ZKPoMK. Therefore, the plaintext modulus of BGV is chosen as 2T+E , having E bits of additional slack.
To avoid that the (homomorphically evaluated) product a ⊙ bi leaks information from overflowing into
these additional E bits, a masking mi is added in Figure 2 that hides any information that could be
in these upper bits. Finally, the products a ⊙ bi are masked using our uniform distribution on pack′(e)
described in Section 2.3.

5.2 Authentication

The authentication subprotocol ΠAuth which generates authenticated shares JbK for a shared vector b is
presented in Figure 3. It first computes [α]i · [b]j for each ordered pair of parties (Pi, Pj). As the MAC
key α is fixed, this is a simple scalar multiplication. In contrast to ΠVOLE this allows us to use the more
efficient coefficient packing for [b]j instead of the tweaked interpolation packing in ΠVOLE. This way, we
achieve the optimal packing efficiency for the authentication, which is over a factor of 2 more efficient
than the tweaked interpolation packing.

We briefly describe ΠAuth in more detail. First note that all parties need to obtain encrypted shares
of α only once during the offline phase. Thus, ΠAuth performs the first step Init (sending an encryption
of [α]i) only once over all invocations of Auth. In Init the prover A needs to prove that c[α]i is a
valid ciphertext that encrypts some diagonal element (i.e., constant polynomial). This is captured by the
functionality FDiag

ZKPoK which can be realized using the diagonal version of our ZKPoPK. It does not require
a ZKPoMK.

In ΠAuth we use a modified version of ΠVOLE that is invoked by each ordered pair of parties (Pi, Pj)
such that they obtain pairwise shares (d(i,j), e(i,j)) with d(i,j)+e(i,j) = [α]i[x]j . By the linearity of shares,
we can combine all pairwise shares to get shares of α · x. More specifically, due to

α · x =
∑

i,j∈[N ]

[α]i[x]j =
∑
i∈[N ]

[α]i[x]i +
∑

i,j∈[N ]
j ̸=i

(d(i,j) + e(i,j)) =
∑
i∈[N ]

[α]i[x]i +
∑

i,j∈[N ]
j ̸=i

(d(i,j) + e(j,i)),

we can use [α]i[x]i +
∑

j∈[N ]\{i}(d
(i,j) + e(j,i)) as Pi’s share of α · x. Note that the summand [α]i[x]i is

computed locally.

5.3 Triple Generation Without Sacrificing

In [RRKK23] the authors construct a LHE-based triple generation protocol without sacrificing for the
prime field setting. Prior Overdrive-based triple generation protocols [KPR18, BCS19, OSV20, CKL21]
need to sacrifice one triple in order to verify correctness of another triple. Thus, almost half of the
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N -Party Protocol ΠAuth

Init: Each party Pi does the following:

1. [α]i
$← Z2s

2. For each party Pj with j ̸= i, use FDiag
ZKPoK to send an encryption c[α]i of [α]i to Pj .

Auth: Each party Pi has input [x]i ∈ Zφ(m)

2k
and does:

1. xi := coeffPack([x]i)
2. For each party Pj with j ̸= i:

(a) e(j,i) $← Zφ(m)

2t+s

(b) e(j,i) := coeffPack(e(j,i)), i.e., the coefficient packing.
(c) cd(j,i) ← c[α]jxi − Enc′pkj (e

(j,i))

(d) c′
d(j,i)

:= SwitchMod(cd(j,i))
(e) Send c′

d(j,i)
to Pj , receive c′

d(i,j)
.

(f) d(i,j) := Decski(c
′
d(i,j)

)

(g) d(i,j) := coeffUnpack(d(i,j))
3. [γx]i := [α]i · [x]i +

∑
j ̸=i

(
d(i,j) + e(j,i)

)
4. Return JxK

Fig. 3: Protocol for share authentication.

computed triples are thrown away for sacrificing.8 In contrast, [RRKK23] presents a variation to LowGear,
called LowGear 2.0, where sacrificing can be omitted while maintaining security. Here we show that this
variation can be transferred to the Z2k setting, too.

However, packed plaintexts over Z2k come with a certain structure that can be exploited by an
adversary. E.g., the Overdrive2k packing [OSV20] when used with [RRKK23] is insecure: This packing
requires certain coefficients to be zero. Without any additional ZKPoMK an adversary can however inject
an arbitrary value â ∈ Z2k in one of these zero coefficients such that one coefficient of the product becomes
ab+ âb′. For example, instead of our previous example (aX+a′)(bX+b′) = abX2+(ab′+a′b)X+a′b′ (cf.
Section 2) the adversary now forces the computation (âX2 + aX + a′)(bX + b′) = âbX3 +(ab+ âb′)X2 +
(ab′+a′b)X+a′b′ and gets ab+ âb′ as 2-coefficient instead of ab. The triple production would then finish
successfully with an authenticated triple (Ja+ âK, JbK, Jab+ âb′K), i.e., this triple is correctly authenticated
and passes the MAC check, but the multiplicative relation is not fulfilled. By using ZKPoMKs, we can
guarantee that ca encodes a correctly packed message, thus preventing such attacks. For the full security
proof see Appendix A.

In Figure 4 we present our triple generation protocol ΠTriple which is modelled following [RRKK23].
Given (vectors of) [a] and [b], it needs to compute [αa], [αb], [ab], and [αab]. Observe that all [αa], [ab],
and [αab] are products with a. Therefore, we first authenticate [b] to obtain [αb] and then use the VOLE
protocol ΠVOLE. Finally, we combine the pairwise products similarly to what is done in ΠAuth. Intertwining
the authentication and component-wise multiplication in this special way prevents the attack that required
prior protocols to check triples using the sacrificing technique. We obtain a protocol that guarantees the
multiplicative relation c = ab without sacrificing as we prove in Appendix A. This optimization reduces
the communication cost (see Section 7.4) as well as the round complexity of Multipars compared to a
sacrificing-based approach. As mentioned before, this proof is specially designed for the case Z2k since
the original proof in [RRKK23] does not directly carry over to Z2k .

8 In fact, 2 entries have to be sacrificed in modern protocols starting from [KOS16]. Original SPDZ still sacrificed
all 3 entries; MP-SPDZ [DEF+19, Kel20] uses this non-optimized sacrificing.
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N -Party Protocol ΠTriple

Init: The parties initialize the ΠAuth subprotocol.

Triple:

1. Each party Pi samples [a]i
$← ZM

2k+s , [b]i
$← ZM

2k , and [r0]i, [r1]i, [r2]i
$← Z2k .

2. They authenticate [b||r0||r1||r2] over Z2k+s using a single invocation of ΠAuth, obtaining JbK, JmK, and JrK.
3. Let α be the vector of length M containing α in each entry. Each ordered pair of parties (Pi, Pj) runs

ΠVOLE([a]i, ([α]j , [b]j , [γb]j)) where Pi obtains (d
(i,j)
0 ,d

(i,j)
1 ,d

(i,j)
2 ) and Pj obtains (e

(i,j)
0 , e

(i,j)
1 , e

(i,j)
2 ).

4. Each party Pi computes (modulo 2k+2s)

[γa]i := [a]i · [α]i +
∑

j ̸=i

(
d
(i,j)
0 + e

(j,i)
0

)
[c]i := [a]i ⊙ [b]i +

∑
j ̸=i

(
d
(i,j)
1 + e

(j,i)
1

)
[γc]i := [a]i ⊙ [γb]i +

∑
j ̸=i

(
d
(i,j)
2 + e

(j,i)
2

)
.

5. They use FRand to obtain (public) t
$← Z3M

2s .
6. JyK := ⟨t, Ja||b||cK⟩+ Jr0K + 2kJr1K + 2k+sJr2K
7. They open y and run ΠSingleCheck on (y, [γy]). If the check fails, abort.
8. (JaK, JcK)← ΠTrunc(JaK, JbK, JcK)
9. Return (JaK, JbK, JcK).

Fig. 4: Protocol for Beaver triple generation.

N -Party Protocol ΠTrunc

Let JaK, JbK, JcK be vectors of authenticated shares with modulus 2t+s.

1. Each party Pi reveals [a]i mod 2s.
2. Each party Pi computes

Σa :=
∑

j
([a]j mod 2s)

[γâ]i := [γa]i −Σa · [α]i [ĉ]i := [c]i −Σa⊙ [b]i [γĉ]i := [γc]i −Σa⊙ [γb]i.

Formally, set â := a−Σa (not known to any party).
3. Each party Pi commits to ([γâ]i mod 2s, [ĉ]i mod 2s, [γĉ]i mod 2s).
4. The parties open their commitments and compute

Σγâ :=
∑

j
([γâ]j mod 2s) Σĉ :=

∑
j
([ĉ]j mod 2s) Σγĉ :=

∑
j
([γĉ]j mod 2s) .

5. The parties check that Σγâ ≡ Σĉ ≡ Σγĉ ≡ 0 (mod 2s). If the check fails, abort.
6. Each party Pi computes

[a]i := ⌊[a]i/2s⌋ = ([a]i − ([a]i mod 2s))/2s

[γa]i := ⌊[γâ]i/2
s⌋+ 1i=0 ·Σγâ/2

s

[c]i := ⌊[ĉ]i/2s⌋+ 1i=0 ·Σĉ/2s

[γc]i := ⌊[γĉ]i/2
s⌋+ 1i=0 ·Σγĉ/2

s,

where only party P0 adds the summands on the right.
7. Return (JaK, JcK).

Fig. 5: Protocol for truncation of Beaver triples.
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Truncation. In order to use 2s-enhanced CPA security in our triple generation protocol ΠTriple (cf.
Figure 4), we create larger (Beaver) triples a, b, c first, where a, c are from the larger domain Z2t+s and b
from Z2t . We then employ a truncation subprotocol ΠTrunc presented in Figure 5 to remove the additional
s bits in the first and third component of the triple. In ΠTrunc each party publishes the s least significant
bits of her shares, where commitments ensure that an adversary cannot choose his shares depending on
the honest parties’ shares. Each party can then reconstruct the sum of these s bits of a and c (and of the
corresponding MAC-shares). Please note that due to the 2s-enhanced CPA security of the BGV scheme,
these bits of a, c were constructed independently of the more significant bits, i.e., they do not leak any
information on the more significant bits (see Appendix A for a formal proof).9 The parties use the opened
s bits to locally compute shares of a truncation of a, c. We remark that due to possible overflow the actual
outputs (a, c) of ΠTrunc can slightly differ from the truncation of a, c. However, the protocol ensures that
all relations between (a, b, c), namely ab ≡k c, γa ≡t αa, γb ≡t αb, and γc ≡t αc, are guaranteed and that
(apart from these relations) the values are uniformly random and no information on them is leaked. We
prove the correctness of ΠTrunc in Appendix A.

Adaptive Packing. In contrast to [RRKK23] (as well as the original LowGear protocol [KPR18]) where
the same packing technique is used for both authentication and component-wise multiplication, we use
our subprotocols ΠAuth and ΠVOLE which utilize different packing techniques. Please note that we had
to adapt the BGV parameters to fully use the potentials of both packings, i.e., tweaked interpolation
packing in ΠVOLE and coefficient packing in ΠAuth. To be more precise: ΠAuth can authenticate up to
φ(m) values per invocation (due to our usage of the coefficient packing), but in ΠTriple it is invoked with
only M +3 values where M ≈ φ(m)/2 is the capacity of the tweaked interpolation packing. We solve this
by using a different BGV parameter set for ΠAuth (than for ΠVOLE) with prime cyclotomic index m̂ just
large enough such that we have φ(m̂) ≥M + 3 coefficients.

Batched MAC Check. As mentioned before, we need to perform a (batched) MAC check in the triple
generation protocol, in order to guarantee that all shares have been authenticated correctly. The batched
MAC check is performed using a standard technique where a random linear combination ⟨t, Ja||b||cK⟩ ∈
Z2k+2s of the shares is checked. Additionally, this linear combination is masked, such that no information
gets leaked. While in [RRKK23] (i.e., in the prime field setting) this required only a single mask m, in
our setting we need multiple masks r0, r1, r2 ∈ Z2k in order to mask the upper 2s bits of the random
linear combination, too. Note that this requires s ≤ k, which is given for typical values of s and k
[CDE+18, OSV20, CKL21]. For the MAC check itself, we invoke the protocol ΠSingleCheck presented in
Figure 6. It is the same as the SingleCheck procedure in [CDE+18], except that in our protocol the input
is already masked and opened before calling ΠSingleCheck. This way, we can produce the authenticated
masks Jr0K, Jr1K, Jr2K within ΠTriple for no extra cost, instead of invoking ΠAuth once more within the
MAC check subprotocol.

N -Party Protocol ΠSingleCheck

The parties have common input y ∈ Z2t+s and each party Pi additionally has [γy]i.

1. Each party Pi commits to zi := [γy]i − y · [α]i mod 2t+s.
2. The parties open their commitments and check that

∑
i zi ≡t+s 0.

Fig. 6: MAC check protocol for a single value.

Theorem 3. For any number of parties N ∈ N, ΠTriple realizes FTriple in the standalone model with
rewinding black-box simulator.
9 Additionally, we show in Appendix A that similar selective failure attacks on ΠAuth do also not present a security

issue.
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We prove the security of ΠTriple, stated here as Theorem 3, in Appendix A in the standalone model
with rewinding black-box simulator [Gol04, Lin17]. This is the same security model as in the Overdrive
paper [KPR18].10 The core idea of the proof is the following. Firstly, an adversary cannot infer any
information from the messages of honest parties, thus a simulation with (encrypted) dummy values is
sufficient. Secondly, the simulator is in full control of the functionalities used in the simulation and can
thus extract data from corrupted parties. Lastly, a successful MAC check in the simulation gives us
guarantees about the correlation between shared values (with overwhelming probability) and thus not
aborting in the simulation implies that we have correctly correlated shares.

6 Zero-Knowledge Proofs

In this section we describe our improved version of the ZKPoPK from [CKL21], the current state-of-the-art
ZKPoPK for BGV ciphertexts with plaintext modulus 2T . We also present our ZKPoSKK, which works
very similar to the ZKPoPK. Recall that our ZKPoPK is used for each invocation of ΠVOLE (together
with a ZKPoMK) in the triple generation. It is therefore an essential part of the whole offline phase, both
security- and efficiency-wise.

The ZKPoPK from [CKL21] (in its original form) is not directly applicable in our setup, since it only
allows us to prove statements about a multiple m · c of a ciphertext c and not about c itself. This weaker
nature of their ZKPoPK seems to have been overlooked by the authors of [CKL21]. However, there is a
standard solution to these kind of problems, where the ciphertext c is replaced by its multiple m · c after
the ZKPoPK finished successfully.11

In this paper we follow a different approach that allows us to circumvent this problem entirely by
using a new challenge space introduced in [AL21]. In Appendix C we show our instantiation of this
challenge space and prove the necessary properties. In particular, we do not need to change the ciphertexts
(and hence the corresponding protocols they are used in) after the ZKPoPK. Our improved ZKPoPK
presented below reduces the communication by reducing the number of values that need to be transmitted.
Additionally, we reduce the slack by employing the rejection sampling idea from [Lyu09] in the interactive
setting. The reduced slack in turn enables the usage of smaller BGV parameters, which reduces overall
communication of our triple generation protocol by 3–7% (compared to 80-bit statistical zero-knowledge
without rejection sampling12) in the setup used for our evaluation (cf. Section 7). At the same time,
rejection sampling endows our ZKPoPK with perfect instead of statistical zero-knowledge. Please also
note, that our ZKPoPK is not an N -prover zero-knowledge proof of knowledge (ZKPoK), e.g., as the
ZKPoPK in [BCS19, CKL21], but a classical (1-prover) ZKPoK.

Our ZKPoPK Protocol. In a ZKPoPK, on common input x = (c, pk), the prover proves to the
verifier that the ciphertext c was computed honestly from a plaintext and randomness that meet certain
bounds and additionally that the prover knows such a small plaintext and randomness (instead of, e.g.,
reusing a valid ciphertext of another party). To improve efficiency, the proof is done for a batch of
ciphertexts. As usual [DPSZ12, KPR18, BCS19, CKL21], to achieve this amortization, we use a U × 2
ciphertext matrix C where each of its U rows is a ciphertext. The proof has a parameter flag ∈ {⊥,Diag}
that determines whether the prover wants to additionally prove that (for each of the U ciphertexts)
the plaintext is a so-called diagonal element, i.e., a constant polynomial. That is, the plaintext space is
defined by ϱ(flag) := R2T if flag = ⊥ and ϱ(flag) := Z2T if flag = Diag.

Our ZKPoPK and the upcoming proofs make use of deterministic BGV encryption for given ran-
domness: let Encpk(·, v, e0, e1) denote deterministic encryption with randomness v, e0, e1. We also use the
natural extension of this to encrypt vectors of plaintexts with vectors of randomness.

10 In [KPR18], the authors call this model a limited version of the UC model [Can01].
11 This is the approach taken in [BCS19], where the factor is only 2.
12 We compare against 80-bit statistical zero-knowledge as in [BCS19], because using the statistical security

parameter (≈ s) instead would be too low, as also explained in [BCS19].
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A honest prover that computed all ciphertexts honestly knows a witness w such that (x,w) belongs
to the relation

L := {((C, pk), (m,v, e0, e1)) :

C ∈ RU×2
q , pk ∈ R2

q,m ∈ ϱ(flag)U ,v, e0, e1 ∈ RU ,

∥v∥∞ ≤ 1, ∥e0∥∞ , ∥e1∥∞ ≤ 2σ2, C = Encpk(m,v, e0, e1)}.

As our ZKPoPK has some slack, it only guarantees knowledge soundness for the following relation where
the bounds on the witness are relaxed by a factor of SZKPoPK ∈ R≥1:

LSZKPoPK := {((C, pk), (m,v, e0, e1)) :

C ∈ RU×2
q , pk ∈ R2

q,m ∈ ϱ(flag)U ,v, e0, e1 ∈ RU ,

∥v∥∞ ≤ SZKPoPK, ∥e0∥∞ ≤ SZKPoPK · (2σ2 + 1),

∥e1∥∞ ≤ SZKPoPK · 2σ2, C = Encpk(m,v, e0, e1)}.

In Figure 7 we present our ZKPoK for (L,LSZKPoPK). Note that, in contrast to prior ZKPoPKs for BGV
[DPSZ12, BCS19, CKL21], the message m doesn’t have any slack in the dishonest relation LSZKPoPK . This
is due to the following observation: As the encryption algorithm adds 2Te0 +m, we can simply interpret
the parts of m that exceed the bound 2T as being part of the noise e0. The formal proof of this intuition
can be found in Appendix E, where we prove the knowledge soundness property of our ZKPoPK. We
also use the same observation to combine 2Te0 +m into a single value in the protocol itself in order to
slightly reduce communication.

Protocol ΠZKPoPK, parameterized by U, V, Z ∈ N, σ2 ∈ R, flag ∈ {⊥,Diag}

For C ∈ RU×2
q , pk ∈ R2,m ∈ RU

2T ,v, e0, e1 ∈ RU

P ((C, pk) , (m,v, e0, e1)) : V ((C, pk)) :

Let S := ϑ(flag)UZ.

m̃
$← ϱ(flag)V , ṽ ←RV

≤S

ẽ0 ←RV
≤S·(2σ2+1), ẽ1 ← RV

≤S·2σ2

A := Encpk(m̃, ṽ, ẽ0, ẽ1)

W
$← Chal(flag)V ×U

A−→

v̂ := ṽ +W · v
m̂ := 2T ẽ0 + m̃+W · (2Te0 +m)
ê1 := ẽ1 +W · e1

W←−−

v̂, m̂, ê1−−−−−−−→ D := Encpk(m̂, v̂, 0, ê1)

Check whether:

∥v̂∥∞ ≤ S ∥ê1∥∞ ≤ S · 2σ2

∥m̂∥∞ ≤ S · 2T (2σ2 + 1) D = A+W · C

If flag = Diag, additionally check whether each en-
try of m̂ mod 2T contains a constant polynomial.

If all checks passed, then accept. Otherwise, reject.

Fig. 7: Our ZKPoPK for BGV ciphertexts over prime cyclotomics and plaintext space R2T .

Diagonal Plaintexts. For parameter flag = Diag, our ZKPoPK additionally proves that each entry
in the plaintext vector m is a constant polynomial. The challenge space Chal from Appendix C cannot
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be used in the flag = Diag case. In this case, we have to resort to the challenge space {0, 1}, as usual
[BCS19, CKL21]. The usage of the challenge space {0, 1} decreases efficiency (compared to the flag = ⊥
case), as one has to choose a much larger number V of transmitted ciphertexts to achieve the same
knowledge error. On the positive side, flag = Diag decreases the slack by φ(m)2.

Security. The security proof for ΠZKPoPK can be found in Appendix E, while the security definitions can
be found in Appendix D. The protocol provides security as stated in the following theorem. To distinguish
the two challenge spaces, we use the notations Chal(Diag) := {0, 1} and Chal(⊥) := {wi | 0 ≤ i < m}.
Furthermore, we denote by ϑ(Diag) := 1 and ϑ(⊥) := φ(m) the maximum factor by which the norm of a
polynomial can grow when multiplied by a challenge.

Theorem 4. If flag = ⊥, V ≥ (Snd_sec + 2)/ log2|Chal(flag)|, and Z ≥ 2ZK_sec then ΠZKPoPK from
Figure 7 (in Appendix E) is

– complete (Definition 4) for L with negligible completeness error,
– knowledge sound (Definition 5) for LSZKPoPK with SZKPoPK = 2ϑ(flag)2UZ and knowledge error 2−Snd_sec,
– special honest verifier zero-knowledge (Definition 6) for L with statistical distance 2−ZK_sec.

Security Against Malicious Verifiers. Note that Theorem 4 only provides the zero-knowledge prop-
erty of our ZKPoPK for honest verifiers. We therefore add (similar to, e.g., [BBC+18]) a secure coin-
flipping protocol to sample the challenge W and therewith make our protocols secure against malicious
verifiers, too. Details on the secure coin-flip protocol are presented in Appendix G.

An alternative standard approach to security against malicious verifiers is the use of the Fiat-Shamir
transform [FS86] in the random oracle model (ROM). However, when using the Fiat-Shamir transform,
the prover can retry the proof many times (within the prover’s computation budget) until he is successful.
When implementing the protocol in practice, this implies that one has to choose the knowledge error much
more conservative than in an interactive proof where the prover only has a single attempt. Specifically,
in a non-interactive proof one should then set Snd_sec to the computational security parameter, which
would blow up the size of our proofs by a factor of 2 to 4. For this reason, we decided to stick with an
interactive protocol.

6.1 Rejection Sampling

The slack of our ZKPoPK (Figure 7) can be reduced with the rejection sampling idea from [Lyu09]. In
Figure 8 we present our ZKPoPK with rejection sampling which we use in our Multipars implementation.
Using rejection sampling in this context was already done in SPDZ [DPSZ12]. However, we apply the idea
to interactive proofs (similar to what is done in [BDLN16]) instead of non-interactive ones and we thus
need to take certain precautions to maintain security. ΠRS

ZKPoPK has a new parameter P that introduces a
trade-off between failure probability (i.e., completeness error) and slack. Again, for flag = Diag, ΠRS

ZKPoPK
falls back to Chal(Diag) = {0, 1} which increases the requirement on the parameter V .

In practice, we choose a small P in order to keep the slack low, which, on its own, leads to an
unacceptable failure probability. To reduce the failure probability, the verifier allows the prover to repeat
the proof rep times and accepts as soon as an attempt succeeds. There still needs to be a limit on the
number of attempts, in order to bound the knowledge error. In particular, when allowing the prover rep
attempts, ΠRS

ZKPoPK achieves completeness error 1/P rep and knowledge error 2−Snd_sec · rep. By using

V =

⌈
Snd_sec + log2(rep) + 2

log2|Chal(flag)|

⌉
, (3)

we reestablish knowledge error 2−Snd_sec. In our setup, concretely with P = 256, this construction in-
creases the expected runtime of the ZKPoPK only by 0.4% while it reduces the size of our BGV parameters
such that the overall communication of our triple generation protocol is reduced by 3–7% (compared to
80-bit statistical zero-knowledge without rejection sampling as shown in Table 3b).

More specifically, ΠRS
ZKPoPK has security properties as stated in the following theorem. The correspond-

ing proof is contained in Appendix F.
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Protocol ΠRS
ZKPoPK, parameterized by U, V, P ∈ N, σ2 ∈ R, flag ∈ {⊥,Diag}

For C ∈ RU×2
q , pk ∈ R2,m ∈ RU

2T ,v, e0, e1 ∈ RU

P ((C, pk) , (m,v, e0, e1)) : V ((C, pk)) :

Let S := 3φ(m)ϑ(flag)UV P, S′ := (3φ(m)V P + 1) · ϑ(flag)U .

m̃
$← ϱ(flag)V , ṽ ←RV

≤S′

ẽ0 ←RV
≤S′·(2σ2+1), ẽ1 ←RV

≤S′·2σ2

A := Encpk(m̃, ṽ, ẽ0, ẽ1)

r
$← {0, 1}Comp_sec, c := Commitr(A)

W
$← Chal(flag)V ×U

c−→

v̂ := ṽ +W · v
m̂ := 2T ẽ0 + m̃+W · (2Te0 +m)
ê1 := ẽ1 +W · e1

Abort if one of the following checks
fails:

v̂ ∈ RV
≤S , ê1 ∈ RV

≤S·2σ2

m̂ ∈ RV
≤S·2T (2σ2+1).

W←−−

r,A, v̂, m̂, ê1−−−−−−−−−−−→ D := Encpk(m̂, v̂, 0, ê1)

Check whether:

∥v̂∥∞ ≤ S ∥m̂∥∞ ≤ S · 2T (2σ2 + 1)

∥ê1∥∞ ≤ S · 2σ2 D = A+W · C
c = Commitr(A)

If flag = Diag, additionally check whether each en-
try of m̂ mod 2T contains a constant polynomial.

If all checks passed, then accept. Otherwise, reject.

Fig. 8: Our ZKPoPK with rejection sampling
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Theorem 5. If flag = ⊥ and V ≥ (Snd_sec + 2)/ log2|Chal(flag)|, then ΠRS
ZKPoPK from Figure 8 (in

Appendix F) is

– complete (Definition 4) for L with completeness error 1/P ,
– knowledge sound (Definition 5) for LSZKPoPK with SZKPoPK = 6φ(m)ϑ(flag)2UV P and knowledge error

2−Snd_sec,
– special honest verifier zero-knowledge (Definition 6) for L with statistical distance 0.

6.2 Zero-Knowledge Proof of Secret Key Knowledge

Recall that our secure key generation for BGV (Section 3.2) requires a ZKPoSKK. The ZKPoSKK works
very similar to our ZKPoPK. Recall that the ZKPoPK proves C = Encpk(m,v, e0, e1) = (bv + 2Te0 +
m, av+2Te1) where (v, 2Te0+m, e1) is the witness. The ZKPoSKK instead proves b = ask+2T e where
(sk, e) is the witness. In both cases we have a linear equation that must be solved by the witness and the
witness needs to have small coefficients. Therefore, the construction of the ZKPoSKK works analogously
to the ZKPoPK. In the ZKPoSKK, the witness only consists of 2 (instead of 3U) ring elements. Hence,
the slack of the ZKPoSKK is better by a factor of 2/(3U).

In our triple generation, the performance of the ZKPoSKK is not as important as achieving a small
slack, because the ZKPoSKK is only used during initial setup while the slack affects parameter choices for
the entire protocol. For this reason, we use the challenge space {0, 1} for the ZKPoSKK, as this eliminates
another factor of φ(m)2 from the slack (identically to what happens when instantiating our ZKPoPK
with flag = Diag).

We instantiate the ZKPoSKK with rejection sampling and hence achieve a slack of SZKPoSKK =
4φ(m)V P (by taking Theorem 5 and factoring in the two above-mentioned slack improvements).

7 Evaluation

In this section, we present the results of our evaluation of Multipars and compare them against state-
of-the-art SPDZ-like protocols. We start with determining suitable parameters for our protocol in Sec-
tions 7.1 and 7.2.

7.1 Noise Analysis

In order to choose suitable BGV parameters, we first need to analyze the maximum noise of a ciphertext
that passes the ZKPoPK with rejection sampling (Appendix F). Let c be such a ciphertext. Note that
both the adversary’s key and c might be computed maliciously. Nevertheless, due to our ZKPoSKK
(Section 6.2) we know that the key has the correct form for SZKPoSKK = 4φ(m)(Snd_sec+log2(rep)+2)P .
Similarly, our ZKPoPK guarantees that there exist small v, e0, e1 ∈ R with slack SZKPoPK = 6φ(m)3UV P
such that c = (bv + 2T e0 +m, av + 2T e1). It follows that noise(c) equals

(b− a · sk)v + 2T (e0 − e1 · sk) +m = 2T (ev + e0 − e1 · sk) +m.

Using
∥ev∥∞ ≤ φ(m)SZKPoSKKσ

2SZKPoPK, ∥e0∥∞ ≤ SZKPoPKσ
2,

∥e1 · sk∥∞ ≤ φ(m)SZKPoPKσ
2SZKPoSKK, ∥m∥∞ < 2T ,

we obtain

∥noise(c)∥∞ < 2T ((2φ(m)SZKPoSKK + 1)SZKPoPKσ
2 + 1) ≈ 2T+1φ(m)SZKPoSKKSZKPoPKσ

2.
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7.2 Parameter Choice

For our ZKPoPKs, we use the variants with rejection sampling with P = 256 as suggested in Appendix F.
We limit the number of attempts to rep = 16 which guarantees completeness error 2−128.

In ΠVOLE (Figure 2), when drowning the noise of cabi with Enc′, we must choose the noise bound B
at least as large as required by Theorem 1. That is,

B ≥ 2Stat_sec (∥∥⌊noisesk(cabi)/2
T ⌋

∥∥
∞ + φ(m)4σ2SZKPoSKK

)
where SZKPoSKK is an upper bound on the slack of e and sk. From our noise analysis above, we know∥∥⌊noisesk(cabi)/2

T ⌋
∥∥
∞ + φ(m)4σ2SZKPoSKK ⪅ 2T+1φ(m)2SZKPoSKKSZKPoPKσ

2.

Therefore we can choose B slightly larger than 2Stat_sec+T+1φ(m)2SZKPoSKKSZKPoPKσ
2 by rounding up

to the next power of two. Choosing B as a power of two allows for an efficient implementation of the
uniform distribution over R≤B .

Next, we describe the choice of our modulus chain (q0 = p0, q1 = p0p1). The smaller modulus q0 = p0
must be chosen large enough such that ciphertexts can be correctly decrypted after modulus switching.
Assuming ∥noisesk(c)∥∞ ≤ q1/3, we can guarantee correct decryption of SwitchMod(c) according to
Lemma 1 by choosing p0 > 3 · 2T · ℓ1(sk). Since we have ℓ1(sk) ≤ h for honestly generated keys we can
choose p0 as a prime with T + ⌈log2(h)⌉ + 2 bits. The larger modulus q1 must be chosen to satisfy our
aforementioned assumption ∥noisesk(c)∥∞ ≤ q1/3 for all ciphertexts after drowning, so we choose q1 with
T + log2(B) + 2 bits.

Our protocol ΠTriple uses two different sets of BGV parameters for the ΠVOLE and ΠAuth subprotocols.
The above analysis for choosing B, q0, and q1 also holds for ΠAuth, except that in B we can replace the
factor 2T by 2k, because ΠAuth uses the coefficient packing where all coefficients are in Z2k . However, the
concrete values of m, T , and SZKPoPK differ. From now on, to distinguish the parameter sets, we use ·̂
notation to refer to parameters for ΠAuth.

Parameters for ΠVOLE. The cyclotomic index m needs to be chosen large enough, i.e., in the order
of thousands, such that the corresponding R-LWE problem is hard. To work with our challenge space,
we also require m to be prime (required by Lemma 7). We remark that this choice also simplifies our
software implementation. We choose m = 43691, because it yields a relatively low d = 34 (hence δ = 15)
and therefore a relatively low overhead in the plaintext length of 16–41%, depending on (k, s). With this
m, the tweaked interpolation packing has capacity M = 21845.

The plaintext length is T = k + 2s + 2δ + E so that we can pack a Z2k+2s message under tweaked
interpolation packing and have additional E bits to manage the slackness of the ZKPoMK. E is chosen
such that the ZKPoMK achieves the same soundness security level Snd_sec as the ZKPoPK when using
the same parameter V for both. We choose V according to Equation (3) and we compute the remaining
parameters assuming U = 4V . That is, with our parameters, the ZKPoPKs can be amortized over up to
4V parallel instances of ΠTriple. We say up to, because our parameter sets can also be used in combination
with smaller values of U , as this does not degrade security.13 In our evaluation we consider the cases
U ∈ {2V, 4V } in order to compare against previous work [BCS19, CKL21].

Parameters for ΠAuth. For the cyclotomic index m̂ we use the smallest prime that fulfills our re-
quirement φ(m̂) ≥ M + 3, i.e., m̂ = 21851. The plaintext length is T̂ = k + 2s, because ΠAuth uses
the coefficient packing instead of the tweaked interpolation packing. Contrary to ΠVOLE, the ZKPoPK
in ΠAuth runs with flag = Diag and hence has to transmit a larger number V̂ of ciphertexts. However,
this instantiation of the ZKPoPK runs only once (per pair of parties) during the one-time initialization
of ΠAuth and therefore has a minor impact on the overall runtime. For the same reason we can choose
Û = 1.
13 A larger U slightly increases the slack of the ZKPoPK and hence slightly increases the minimum required

ciphertext modulus. But using a smaller U with otherwise identical parameters is not a problem.
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In Table 1 we present the resulting parameter sets for different combinations of k and s. To allow for a
fair comparison with prior works [DPSZ12, KPR18, OSV20, CKL21], those parameter sets are constructed
under the assumption that HE keys are generated honestly by a trusted dealer, i.e., SZKPoSKK = 1/(64 +
Stat_sec). In Table 2, we show how certain parameters (namely B and q1) need to change when using our
secure key generation (which introduces some slack) instead. For each combination, the top and bottom
rows display the parameters for ΠVOLE and ΠAuth, respectively. The security parameters Snd_sec for
zero-knowledge proofs and Stat_sec for drowning are set to be consistent with the statistical security of
SPDZ2k MACs, i.e., sec := ⌊s− log2(s+1)⌋ (see [CDE+18, Theorem 1]). All of our parameter sets provide
at least 103 bits of computational security with σ2 = 10 according to the LWE estimator [APS15].

Table 1: Our parameter sets assuming trusted key generation.

k s sec m E
log2

SZKPoPK
V

B
(bit)

q1
(bit)

q0
(bit)

Comp. Sec.
[APS15]

32 32 26
43691 9 62.00 3 250 387 144 ≈ 259

21851 – 30.00 32 186 220 105 ≈ 238

64 64 57
43691 11 63.47 5 381 616 242 ≈ 191

21851 – 30.98 63 314 380 201 ≈ 156

128 64 57
43691 11 63.47 5 445 744 306 ≈ 158

21851 – 30.98 63 378 508 265 ≈ 110

Table 2: Updates to our parameter sets when employing secure key generation.

k s sec m
log2

SZKPoSKK

B
(bit)

q1
(bit)

Comp. Sec.
[APS15]

32 32 26
43691 30.42 289 426 ≈ 273

21851 29.42 215 249 ≈ 214

64 64 57
43691 31.39 421 656 ≈ 178

21851 30.39 344 410 ≈ 142

128 64 57
43691 31.39 485 784 ≈ 148

21851 30.39 408 538 ≈ 103

7.3 Implementation

We implemented our LHE-based triple generation protocol as an open source software in the Rust pro-
gramming language [Has23]. Our implementation covers connection establishment, secure key generation,
and the triple generation itself, i.e., we provide a full implementation. Almost all optimizations presented
in this work are incorporated in the software with the exception of modulus switching. Adding modulus
switching will reduce our communication cost by 40%. In order to multiplex concurrent subprotocols and
even multiple parallel sessions of the triple generation protocol over the same connection, we use the
(TLS-secured) QUIC transport protocol [IT21] which allows us to multiplex multiple concurrent streams
over UDP. For constant-time arithmetic with big integers, we employ the crypto-bigint Rust library
[Aut22].
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7.4 Comparison

We compare our work to prior protocols for Beaver triple generation over Z2k [CDE+18, OSV20, CRFG20,
CKL21]. Note that these works provide numbers in the two-party setting only. Our comparison covers the
communication cost of the protocols as well as experimental runtime benchmarks (in the same two-party
setup).

Communication Cost. In Table 3a we show the communication cost per triple. For Overdrive2k, as
also noted and explained in [CKL21], we include the numbers from [CKL21] since the communication
costs originally given in [OSV20] were hard to reproduce. For our protocol Multipars, we give numbers
based on both of our parameter sets, i.e., with trusted and with secure key generation. Table 3a shows
that Multipars outperforms MHz2k [CKL21] by around 2.2×, Overdrive2k [OSV20] by around 11×, and
SPDZ2k [CDE+18] by 8–30×, where the exact factor depends on the parameters (k, s). Moreover, the
usage of secure key generation only accounts for an overhead of around 0.5 kbit per triple produced. In
setups with N > 2 parties, the communication costs of SPDZ2k and Multipars given in Table 3a need to
be multiplied by N(N − 1)/2. MonZ2ka only works for two parties. In contrast, Overdrive2k and MHz2k
scale linearly with N , so they are better suited for large numbers of parties.

Table 3b describes the effect of the different optimizations and packings on the communication per
produced triple. The values of Table 3b should be compared to Multipars (without secure KeyGen) in
Table 3a. We see that disabling modulus switching leads to a significant increase in communication due
to the transmission of larger ciphertexts. Namely, our modulus switching optimization is responsible for
a 40% reduction in communication. In contrast, the rejection sampling and LowGear 2.0 optimizations
account for a relatively small reduction. We remark that the advantage of LowGear 2.0 (i.e., avoiding
sacrificing) is not as significant as in the field case since our other optimizations (modulus switching and
adaptive packing) strongly improve the authentication step which is used more often in classical LowGear
than in LowGear 2.0. Still, LowGear 2.0 reduces the round complexity (and therewith improves runtime
performance) and software complexity, as we did not need to implement sacrificing. Finally, Table 3b
shows that Multipars’s adaptive packing (i.e., tweaked interpolation packing in ΠVOLE and coefficient
packing in ΠAuth) is superior to using a single packing technique.

Table 3: Total amortized communication in kbit per triple produced with N = 2 parties.

(a) Comparison to prior work.

k s SPDZ2k

[CDE+18]
MonZ2ka
[CRFG20]

Overdrive2k
[OSV20]

MHz2k-TG2k
[CKL21] Multipars Multipars

(secure KeyGen)

U = 2V U = 4V U = 2V U = 4V U = 2V U = 4V

32 32 79.87 59.07 101.8 26.4 20.1 11.4 9.2 12.1 9.7
64 64 319.49 175.49 171.4 43.3 31.9 18.2 14.9 18.9 15.4
128 64 557.06 176.64 190.4 55.0 40.9 22.3 18.4 23.0 18.9

(b) Comparison of Multipars with certain optimizations disabled or different packing techniques.

k s
Without

modulus switching
Without

rejection sampling
Without

LowGear 2.0
Only Overdrive2k

packing
Only tweaked

interpol. packing

U = 2V U = 4V U = 2V U = 4V U = 2V U = 4V U = 2V U = 4V U = 2V U = 4V

32 32 17.7 15.5 12.3 9.9 12.1 9.9 20.1 16.3 12.1 9.9
64 64 27.9 24.6 19.0 15.5 19.8 16.5 35.2 29.0 19.3 16.0
128 64 33.8 29.9 23.1 19.0 24.5 20.6 44.4 36.9 23.6 19.7
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Runtime Performance. Figure 9 illustrates how our protocol (implemented for s = 64) performs in
practice. For this, we have measured the throughput of the triple generation for Multipars and SPDZ2k

(implemented in MP-SPDZ [DEF+19]) in two common [KOS16, KPR18] network settings. The other Z2k

protocols Overdrive2k and MHz2k currently do not provide an implementation. Available numbers for
MonZ2ka indicate a substantially slower runtime, e.g., only 19.14 triples per second in the LAN setting
for k = s = 64. We used the Multipars variant with trusted key generation for our benchmarks. Our
protocol does not employ primitives that are computationally more costly than what is used in the (not
implemented) Z2k SHE-based protocols, while our parameters and communication cost are lower (as
shown above). Thus, we expect our protocol to outperform MonZ2ka, Overdrive2k, and MHz2k w.r.t.
runtime performance.

The results show that we can outperform SPDZ2k with our prototype implementation by up to 15.2×.
Once modulus switching and (runtime) performance oriented optimization are added, our advantage will
only increase. Our low communication overhead allows us to perform multiple parallel triple generations
when the required computational resources (number of threads) are available. That is, we can utilize the
computational resources better than protocols with higher communication cost, allowing us to generate
more triples per second. This is apparent in the WAN setting (50 Mbps bandwidth, 100 ms RTT) where,
using 16 threads, we achieve an advantage of 13.7× (k = s = 32), 10.5× (k = s = 64), or 10.6× (k = 128,
s = 64), respectively. When increasing the WAN bandwidth to 500 Mbps, we have an advantage of 15.2×
(k = s = 32), 7.2× (k = s = 64), or 5.5× (k = 128, s = 64). In this setting, SPDZ2k can neither fully
utilize the CPU nor the network bandwidth, which shows that it is bottlenecked by the network round trip
time. In the LAN setting (1 Gbps, 0.2 ms RTT), Multipars is at a disadvantage due to CPU bottleneck,
while SPDZ2k is bandwidth-bottlenecked. In this setting and using 16 threads, Multipars runs at 0.55×
(k = s = 32), 1.18× (k = s = 64), or 0.94× (k = 128, s = 64) the speed of SPDZ2k .

Scaling the computational resources (increasing the number of available threads or using faster CPUs)
is rather straightforward and relatively cheap compared to improving the network, especially in the cloud
where exhausting a Gbit link (between parties running on different cloud providers) is more than an order
of magnitude more costly than both parties running an on-demand compute instance with 16 vCPUs.
Our protocol is therefore not only faster but also more suited for real-world deployment.

Overall, our new protocol Multipars has a clear runtime and bandwidth advantage against the most
efficient MPC protocols [OSV20, CRFG20] over base rings Z2k , as well as [DEF+19], which is the best
known implementation of a SPDZ-like protocol over Z2k .

k = s = 32 k = s = 64 k = 128, s = 64 Multipars SPDZ2k

1 2 4 8 16
100
200

500
1k
2k

5k

Number of threads

(a) WAN (50 Mbps, 100 ms RTT)

1 2 4 8 16
100
200

500
1k
2k

5k

Number of threads

(b) WAN (500 Mbps, 100 ms RTT)

1 2 4 8 16
100
200

500
1k
2k

5k

Number of threads

(c) LAN (1 Gbps, 0.2 ms RTT)

Fig. 9: Throughput in triples per second with N = 2 parties, each on a virtual server (Intel Xeon Gold
6130 CPU, 2.1 GHz) emulating the network settings between them.
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A Security of our Triple Generation

In this section, we prove the security of our truncation protocol ΠTrunc (Figure 5) and our triple generation
protocol ΠTriple (Figure 4) in the standalone model with rewinding black-box simulator [Gol04, Lin17].
We assume that each party Pi has her own LHE key pair (ski, pki) and additionally the public keys of all
other parties pkj for j ̸= i.14

The standalone model assumes that there is only a single instance of the protocol and no other protocol
running concurrently. In this case, it ensures that a protocol provides the same guarantees as an ideal
functionality F that models the exact security properties that we want. For instance, FTriple models that
correct shares of authenticated Beaver triples are produced and corrupted parties learn nothing about
the shares of honest parties; or the protocol aborts.

We consider a ppt. adversary A that corrupts some static subset A ⊊ [N ] of parties and fully controls
all corrupted parties. In particular, A can abort the protocol (or functionalities) at any time. To keep
the functionalities and protocols concise, we usually avoid to state this abort option explicitly.

Our security proofs follow the standard real-ideal (world) paradigm. Namely, we construct for each
adversary A a simulator S. Then the output of an ideal execution between S and the functionality F
should be (computationally) indistinguishable from the output of a real execution between A and the
honest parties. More formally, we use the following setup:

Ideal Execution. In the ideal model, we consider an execution between a simulator S on auxiliary input
z and an ideal functionality F where S provides the corrupted parties’ inputs and obtains the corrupted
parties’ outputs. For security parameter λ, we denote by IDEALF,S(z),A(λ) the tuple consisting of the
simulator’s output and the honest parties’ outputs as specified by F . Note that the simulator’s output
doesn’t need to match the corrupted parties’ outputs, which the simulator obtained from F . Instead, the
simulator can output anything computable in polynomial time from the information obtained.

Real Execution. In the real model, we consider an execution between the adversary A on auxiliary
input z and the honest parties following a protocol Π. Here A acts on behalf of the corrupted parties.
For security parameter λ, we denote by REALΠ,A(z),A(λ) the tuple consisting of the adversary’s output
and the honest parties’ outputs.

Definition 2 (Standalone Security). A protocol Π realizes a functionality F in the standalone
model if, for every ppt. adversary A corrupting A ⊊ [N ], there exists a ppt. simulator S such that
{IDEALF,S(z),A(λ)}z,λ is computationally indistinguishable from {REALΠ,A(z),A(λ)}z,λ where z ∈ {0, 1}∗
and λ ∈ N. In case where a fixed simulator S satisfies the definition for all ppt. adversaries A (given that
S has rewinding black-box access to A) we call S a rewinding black-box simulator.

A.1 Security of ΠTrunc

In Figure 10 we present the functionality FTrunc for the truncation of Beaver triples. We will show that
ΠTrunc is a realization of FTrunc and later use this fact in order to replace ΠTrunc by FTrunc in our analysis
of ΠTriple.

We admit that the functionality FTrunc is relatively low level, i.e., it closely resembles the steps
of ΠTrunc. The sole difference is that in ΠTrunc commitments ensure that the adversary has to choose
([γâ]i, [ĉ]i, [γĉ]i) mod 2s without knowing the honest parties’ respective values. FTrunc has this property
by definition.

We get the following security result:

Theorem 6. We assume that ΠTrunc is initiated with a computationally hiding, computationally binding,
extractable, and equivocal commitment scheme. Then for any number of parties N ∈ N, ΠTrunc realizes
FTrunc in the standalone model with black-box simulator.
14 We assume the same security guarantees on (ski, pki) as in [KPR18, RRKK23], e.g., that the public key is

sufficiently random for all parties.
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Functionality FTrunc

Let A be the set of corrupted parties.

1. For i /∈ A, receive [α]i, JaKi, JbKi, JcKi from Pi.
2. For i /∈ A, send [a]i mod 2s to the adversary.
3. For i ∈ A, receive ([a]i, [γâ]i, [ĉ]i, [γĉ]i) mod 2s from the adversary.
4. For i /∈ A, define ([γâ]i, [ĉ]i, [γĉ]i) mod 2s as in an honest execution of ΠTrunc and send it to the adversary.
5. Define Σγâ, Σĉ, and Σγĉ as in an honest execution of ΠTrunc and check that

Σγâ ≡ Σĉ ≡ Σγĉ ≡ 0 (mod 2s)

If any check fails, abort.
6. For i /∈ A, compute JaKi and JcKi as in an honest execution of ΠTrunc.
7. Output (JaKi, JcK)i to each honest party Pi, i /∈ A.

Fig. 10: Functionality for truncation of Beaver triples

The theorem assumes a commitment scheme that is computationally hiding, computationally binding,
extractable, and equivocal. The extractability property means that the simulator is able to extract the
value from any commitment sent by the adversary, even if the adversary has not (yet) opened the
commitment. The equivocality property means that the simulator can create fake-commitments which
are indistinguishable from “real” commitments and can be opened by the simulator to any value. The
computational hiding and binding properties provide the security guarantees, i.e., that an adversary
cannot reconstruct a value from its commitment and that he cannot construct two values with the same
commitment (in polynomial time). We remark that commitment schemes with all four properties exist
[DS13] and that these assumptions are regularly used in simulation-based security proofs [CF01].

Simulator STrunc(z)
For i /∈ A, the simulator receives [a]i mod 2s from FTrunc. The simulator then starts the adversary A on auxiliary
input z and emulates ΠTrunc between the honest parties and A:

(1) In step (1) of the emulation, the simulator reveals the values [a]i mod 2s for i /∈ A (which were received
from FTrunc) and A reveals [a]i mod 2s for i ∈ A. Define Σa :=

∑
j ([a]j mod 2s).

(2-3) The simulator skips step (2) and proceeds with step (3) where the simulator (on behalf of the honest
parties) sends fake-commitments to A and in return receives commitments from A. The simulator extracts
the received commitments, obtaining ([γâ]i, [ĉ]i, [γĉ]i) mod 2s for i ∈ A.

For i ∈ A, the simulator sends ([a]i, [γâ]i, [ĉ]i, [γĉ]i) mod 2s to FTrunc. For i /∈ A, the simulator receives
([γâ]i, [ĉ]i, [γĉ]i) mod 2s from FTrunc.

(4) The simulator opens the honest parties’ fake-commitments to the values received from FTrunc.
(5) The simulator continues the emulation until after step (5), where it stops the emulation.

If the emulation aborted, the simulator sends abort to FTrunc. In any case, the simulator runs A to completion
and outputs whatever A outputs.

Fig. 11: Simulator for ΠTrunc realizing FTrunc

Proof. In Figure 11 we present our simulator STrunc (with black-box access to the real adversary A) who
acts on behalf of the corrupted parties towards FTrunc. We need to prove that the output tuple of STrunc
and the honest parties (as specified by FTrunc) in the ideal execution is computationally indistinguishable
from the output tuple of A and the honest parties in the real execution.
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With STrunc, the ideal execution constitutes an exact simulation of the real execution, except for the use
of fake-commitments. However, the fake-commitments are indistinguishable from the “real” commitments
in the real execution by the choice of our commitment scheme. More precisely, binding and extractability
ensure that the adversary cannot change the values in the commitments after the commitments were
exchanged (up to negligible probability) and that the simulator extracts exactly these values. Hiding
ensures that all commitments look random. Finally, equivocality ensures that the simulator can match
the values in the honest parties’ commitments to be consistent with the output of the functionality.
Hence, the output tuples are computationally indistinguishable, as required.

A.2 Security of ΠTriple

In Figure 12 we present the functionality FTriple for Beaver triple generation. In our security analysis, we
only consider a single invocation of Init followed by a single invocation of Triple. Though, the analysis
can easily be extended to a polynomial number of parallel or sequential invocations of Triple (using only
a single initialization in the beginning of the protocol). As above, we avoid to note explicitly in each step
of Figure 12 that the adversary can abort any time.

Functionality FTriple

This functionality generates shares of the global MAC key and then provides an interface to generate M au-
thenticated Beaver triples. Let A be the set of corrupted parties.

Init:

1. Receive [α]i ∈ Z2k+s for i ∈ A from the adversary.
2. Sample [α]i

$← Z2s for i /∈ A.
3. Store α :=

∑
i∈[N ][α]i mod 2k+s.

Triple:

1. Receive ([a]i, [b]i, [c]i) ∈ ZM
2k+s and ([γa]i, [γb]i, [γc]i) ∈ ZM

2k+s for i ∈ A from the adversary.

2. Sample honest shares [a]i, [b]i
$← ZM

2k for i /∈ A.
3. For i /∈ A, sample [c]i ∈ ZM

2k+s uniformly at random subject to c ≡k a ⊙ b, and [γa]i, [γb]i, [γc]i ∈ ZM
2k+s

uniformly at random subject to, for each x ∈ {a, b, c}, γx ≡k+s αx.
4. Output JaK, JbK, JcK.

Fig. 12: Functionality for Beaver triple generation

Functionality FZKPoK

1. Let A be the sender and B be the receiver. Receive
x ∈ ZM

2k+2s from A or from the adversary if A is
corrupted.

2. Send EncpkB (pack(x)) to B where the encryp-
tion randomness is chosen with additional slack
SZKPoPK if A is corrupted.

(a) Functionality for ZKPoPK and ZKPoMK.

Functionality FDiag
ZKPoK

1. Let A be the sender and B be the receiver. Receive
x ∈ Z2k from A or from the adversary if A is
corrupted.

2. Send EncpkB (coeffPack((x, 0, . . .))) to B where the
encryption randomness is chosen with additional
slack SZKPoPK if A is corrupted.

(b) Functionality for ZKPoPK of diagonal plaintexts.

Fig. 13: Functionalities for zero-knowledge proofs.

Now we proceed with the theorem for the security of ΠTriple and its formal proof.
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Theorem 3. For any number of parties N ∈ N, ΠTriple realizes FTriple in the standalone model with
rewinding black-box simulator.

Proof. As ΠTrunc is a realization of FTrunc, we replace the subprotocol ΠTrunc by an invocation of FTrunc in
the following analysis of ΠTriple. In Figure 14 we present our simulator STriple (with rewinding black-box
access to the real adversary A) who acts on behalf of the corrupted parties towards FTriple. We need to
prove that the output tuple of STriple and the honest parties (as specified by FTriple) in the ideal execution is
computationally indistinguishable from the output tuple of A and the honest parties in the real execution.
In both executions, A runs on auxiliary input z.

Simulator STriple(z)
Init: The simulator starts the adversary A on auxiliary input z. It then emulates the Init subprotocol of ΠTriple

between the honest parties, FDiag
ZKPoK, and A. Since the simulator emulates FDiag

ZKPoK, it obtains all plaintexts [α]i
and can compute α :=

∑
i∈[N ][α]i mod 2k+s. The simulator sends [α]i for i ∈ A to FTriple.

Triple: The simulator emulates the Triple subprotocol of ΠTriple between the honest parties, FRand, FZKPoK,
FTrunc, and A. If the protocol aborts, the simulator sends abort to FTriple, runs A to completion and outputs
whatever A outputs. Otherwise: For i /∈ A, let JaKi, JbKi, and JcKi denote the shares computed on behalf
of the honest parties in the emulation. By rewinding the adversary until before step (5), the simulator ob-
tains enough pairs (t, [y]i) in order to reconstruct [a||b||c]i for i ∈ A. The simulator chooses arbitrary MACs
[γa]i, [γb]i, [γc]i for i ∈ A such that, for each x ∈ {a, b, c},

∑
i[γx]i = α · x. The simulator sends ([a]i, [b]i, [c]i)

and ([γa]i, [γb]i, [γc]i) for i ∈ A to FTriple. The simulator then runs A to completion and outputs whatever A
outputs.

Fig. 14: Simulator for ΠTriple realizing FTriple

Note that the ideal execution aborts with the same probability as the real execution and, in this case,
the ideal execution constitutes an exact simulation of the real execution, because there are no inputs and
outputs. Thus, it remains to prove that above-mentioned output tuples are indistinguishable conditioned
on the event that the protocol does not abort.

Let A’s shares of a, b, and c used in the MAC check be fixed. Under this condition, we first show that
in both the ideal and real execution, the honest parties’ outputs are distributed (computationally close
to) uniformly at random subject to c ≡k a ⊙ b and, for each x ∈ {a, b, c}, γx ≡t αx where t := k + s.
In the ideal execution, this statement is obvious from the way the honest parties’ outputs are sampled
by FTriple. Now we turn to the real execution: According to our assumption, the MAC check passes, so
we have c ≡k a ⊙ b and ∀x ∈ {a, b, c} : αx ≡t γx with high probability by Lemma 4 below. We also
require that the honest parties’ outputs in the real execution are distributed uniformly at random subject
to these conditions. Note that, in ΠTriple, the honest parties sample their shares of a and b uniformly at
random, but this uniform distribution is not necessarily preserved as we condition on the event that the
protocol doesn’t abort. Indeed, a selective failure attack is possible where some information about a (i.e.,
the value before truncation) is leaked. Nonetheless, we can show that a is still distributed uniformly at
random: By Lemma 5 below, there exists an event E with Pr[abort | E] ≥ 1− 2−s such that, conditioned
on ¬E, a is distributed uniformly at random. We ignore the event “E ∧ ¬abort” as it happens with
statistically small probability. In the remaining cases, either the protocol aborts (event “abort”) or a is
distributed uniformly at random (event “¬E ∧ ¬abort”).

As the simulator emulates the protocol, we know that A’s shares of a, b, and c are distributed identi-
cally between the ideal and real execution. It follows that the honest parties’ outputs are computationally
indistinguishable between the ideal and real execution, even without fixing A’s shares.

Next, we inductively show that, when adding A’s view-so-far (i.e., A’s view of the transcript up to a
certain step in the protocol ΠTriple) to the output tuple, that tuple is computationally indistinguishable
between the ideal and real execution. After the last step, this concludes our proof, as we can assume
without loss of generality that A outputs its own view.
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Init In the initialization step, the received ciphertexts c[α]i are computationally indistinguishable by the
semantic security of the encryption scheme.

(2) During authentication (step (2) of Triple), the received ciphertexts c′
d(i,j) have been drowned and

decrypt to a uniformly random plaintext (as the plaintexts have been masked by uniformly random
e(j,i) ∈ R2k+s). It follows by Theorem 1 that they are computationally indistinguishable between
the ideal and real execution.

(3) In ΠVOLE (step (3) of Triple), ciphertexts ca and (c′di
)i get exchanged. For ca, we can argue again

with the semantic security of the encryption scheme. The returned ciphertexts (c′di
)i have been

drowned, but they do not decrypt to a uniformly random plaintext: Only the upper E bits, which
have been masked by mi, are distributed uniformly at random. However, the ZKPoMK (modelled as
FZKPoK, cf. Figure 13a) guarantees that ca encodes some correct packing of a message from ZM

2k+2s .
The addition of pack′(ei) ensures that the plaintext of (c′di

)i is distributed uniformly at random
over the set of all correct packings. guarantees

(5) Recall that in our analysis we replace ΠTrunc (in step (5) of Triple) by FTrunc. Here, the adver-
sary receives the values [a]i mod 2s and ([γâ]i, [ĉ]i, [γĉ]i) mod 2s for i /∈ A from FTrunc. The value
[a]i mod 2s is distributed uniformly at random as it was sampled in step (1) of Triple. The values
([γâ]i, [ĉ]i, [γĉ]i) mod 2s are distributed uniformly at random subject to having a certain sum (mod
2s) over i /∈ A, and that sum is indistinguishable between the ideal and real execution, as we show
below.

(6) In step (6), the vector t obtained from FRand is distributed uniformly at random.
(8) In step (8), each received share [y]i is distributed uniformly at random over Z2k+s (as it has been

masked with [m]i + 2k[r]i). In ΠSingleCheck the opened values are distributed uniformly at random
over Z2k+s subject to their sum being 0.

Hence, the view of A is computationally indistinguishable between both executions. It follows that the
output of STriple in the ideal execution is computationally indistinguishable from the output of A in the
real execution.

As mentioned above, for this implication to hold, we still need to show that the values ([γâ]i, [ĉ]i, [γĉ]i)
mod 2s are distributed uniformly at random subject to having a certain sum (mod 2s) over i /∈ A. We
explicitly show this fact only for ([ĉ]i mod 2s)i/∈A and the same argument can be applied to [γâ]i and
[γĉ]i, too. We conditioned on the event that the protocol does not abort, so we have

∑
i[ĉ]i ≡s Σĉ ≡s 0.

It follows that σ̂ :=
∑

i/∈A[ĉ]i mod 2s ≡s −
∑

i∈A[ĉ]i, where we observe that the right-hand side only
depends on A’s view-so-far at the point where FTrunc did not yet send honest parties’ shares of ĉ (mod
2s) to A.15 We already showed that the view-so-far up to that point is computationally indistinguishable
between the ideal and real execution, so the same holds for σ̂. We need to show that the individual
summands ([ĉ]i mod 2s)i/∈A are distributed uniformly at random subject to having the sum σ̂ (mod
2s). Let Ph be an arbitrary honest party. Then it suffices to show that ([ĉ]i mod 2s)i/∈A∪{h} is distributed
uniformly at random, because (given σ̂) these values uniquely determine [ĉ]h mod 2s. Consider the masks
ei,h1 (notation from ΠTriple, cf. Figure 4) which Ph sampled in the ΠVOLE subprotocol. These masks
affect the honest parties’ shares [c]i, but they do not affect the overall sum

∑
i/∈A[c]i, so these masks

are also independent of σ̂. It follows that, under our condition that the protocol doesn’t abort, these
masks are still distributed uniformly at random. Therefore, these masks induce a uniform distribution of
([ĉ]i mod 2s)i/∈A∪{h}, as required.

Proof of Correct Multiplication. Here we show that the adversary cannot tamper with its shares in
any way inducing c ̸≡k a⊙ b. This is similar to the “Proof of Correct Multiplication” in [RRKK23], but
here we need to additionally handle the truncation subprotocol ΠTrunc. As we perform the MAC check
before the truncation, we initially only have a guarantee about the shares JaK, JcK. This guarantee is
captured by the following lemma (cf. [CDE+18, Claim 1]).
15 This is the place in the proof where it’s important that ΠTrunc uses commitments, which we modelled in FTrunc

by A needing to send its shares of ĉ (mod 2s) before receiving the honest parties’ shares. Without this, a
rushing adversary could choose its shares of ĉ (mod 2s) dependent on honest parties’ shares, so we would not
be able to deduce that σ̂ depends only on A’s previous view-so-far.
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Lemma 2. Let t = k+s and let A be a ppt. adversary attacking ΠTriple. Given rewinding black box access
to A, one can extract malicious parties’ shares of [α], JaK, JbK, JcK such that, with probability ≥ 1− 2−s,
either the MAC check fails or

γa ≡t+s αa (4)
γb ≡t+s αb (5)
γc ≡t+s αc. (6)

Now we proceed with the proof of correct multiplication, first for the shares before truncation
(Lemma 3) and then for the shares after truncation (Lemma 4).

Lemma 3. Let t, [α], JaK, JbK, JcK as in Lemma 2. Then, with probability ≥ 1−2−s, either the MAC check
fails or a⊙ b ≡t c.

Proof. For simplicity, we only consider a single malicious party and identify it by A, but the argument
can easily be extended to an arbitrary number of malicious parties.

Let α̃ and b̃ be the accumulated values supplied to ΠAuth and let ã be the accumulated “a”-value
supplied to ΠVOLE. Let α̃ be the vector of length M containing α̃ in each entry. A can tamper with the
shares of (α̃, b̃,γb̃) supplied to ΠVOLE, namely by effectively supplying shares of (α̃+δα, b̃+δb, α̃b̃+δγb)
instead (for some δ-values chosen by A). Afterwards, the parties have shares of [α̃] and

JãK = ([ã], [ã⊙ (α̃+ δα)]) Jb̃K = ([b̃], [α̃b̃]) Jc̃K = ([ã⊙ (b̃+ δb)], [ã⊙ (α̃b̃+ δγb)]).

By Lemma 2, with probability ≥ 1− 2−s and assuming the MAC check passes, we can extract A’s shares
of [α], JaK, JbK, JcK conforming to Equations (4) to (6), with honest parties’ shares given by [α]i = [α̃]i,
JaKi = JãKi, JbKi = Jb̃Ki, and JcKi = Jc̃Ki for i /∈ A. Let

∆a := [a]A − [ã]A ∆γa := [γa]A − [γã]A

∆α := [α]A − [α̃]A ∆b := [b]A − [b̃]A ∆γb := [γb]A − [γb̃]A

∆c := [c]a − [c̃]A ∆γc := [γc]A − [γc̃]A.

Substitute this into Equation (4) and rearrange, so we obtain

α∆a ≡t+s ∆γa − (∆α − δα)⊙ ã.

As the adversary has no information on α, it follows that ∆a ≡t 0 with overwhelming probability.
Therefore ã ≡t ã+∆a = a. By doing the same with Equation (5), we obtain

α∆b ≡t+s ∆γb −∆αb̃,

so it follows that ∆b ≡t 0 with overwhelming probability. By doing the same with Equation (6), we
obtain

α(ã⊙ δb +∆c) ≡t+s ã⊙ δγb +∆γc −∆αã⊙ b̃)

so it follows that ã⊙ δb +∆c ≡t 0 with overwhelming probability. We conclude that

c = c̃+∆c = ã⊙ (b̃+ δb) +∆c ≡t ã⊙ b̃ ≡t a⊙ b.

Lemma 4. Let t = k+s and let A be a ppt. adversary attacking ΠTriple. Given rewinding black box access
to A, one can extract malicious parties’ shares of [α], JaK, JbK, JcK such that, with probability ≥ 1 − 2−s,
either the MAC check fails or a⊙ b ≡k c and ∀x ∈ {a, b, c} : αx ≡t γx.
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Proof. Let [α], JaK, JbK, JcK as in Lemma 2. Assume we are in the case where the MAC check in ΠTriple
passes and (with probability > 1 − 2−s) above-mentioned shares satisfy Equations (4) to (6) and, by
Lemma 3, a⊙ b ≡t c. For honest parties’ shares (i.e., i /∈ A) we have

[a]i = ⌊[a]i/2s⌋
[γa]i = ⌊[γâ]i/2

s⌋+ 1i=0 ·Σγâ/2
s = ⌊[(γa]i −Σa · [α]i)/2s⌋+ 1i=0 ·Σγâ/2

s

[c]i = ⌊[ĉ]i/2s⌋+ 1i=0 ·Σĉ/2s = ⌊[(c]i −Σa⊙ [b]i)/2
s⌋+ 1i=0 ·Σĉ/2s

[γc]i = ⌊[γĉ]i/2
s⌋+ 1i=0 ·Σγĉ/2

s = ⌊[(γc]i −Σa⊙ [γb]i)/2
s⌋+ 1i=0 ·Σγĉ/2

s.

We can compute the corrupted parties’ shares in the same way, taking [a]i mod 2s, [γâ]i mod 2s, [ĉ]i mod
2s and [γĉ]i mod 2s from the transcript and computing all Σ-values based on those. Then we have

a = (a−Σa)/2s

γa = (γa −Σa · α)/2s ≡t (αa−Σa · α)/2s = αa

c = (c−Σa⊙ b)/2s ≡k (a⊙ b−Σa⊙ b)/2s = a⊙ b

γc = (γc −Σa⊙ γb)/2
s ≡t (αc−Σa⊙ αb)/2s = αc.

Selective Failure Attacks. In LHE-based protocols, selective failure attacks might be possible whenever
an adversary can manipulate a ciphertext in a certain way such that the fact that the manipulated
ciphertext decrypts to zero reveals something about the original plaintext. In our protocol, this can
happen in two places:

1. In ΠVOLE there is a ciphertext ca and a malicious party could add some derived ciphertext c′ to the
returned ciphertexts.

2. In ΠAuth there is a ciphertext c[α]i and a malicious party could add some derived ciphertext c′ to the
ciphertext returned to Pi.

In both cases, shares will be altered only if unpack(Decsk(c
′)) ̸= 0, leading to a MAC check failure. Hence,

a passing MAC check reveals to the adversary that unpack(Decsk(c
′)) = 0, which could reveal something

about the original plaintext, i.e., [a]i or [α]i.
Here we show that such selective failure attacks on ΠVOLE cannot reveal anything about the truncated

shares [a]i, which is what we care about.

Lemma 5. Let A be a ppt. adversary attacking ΠTriple. There exists an event E such that (i) if Pr[E] ̸= 0,
then Pr[abort | E] ≥ 1 − 2−s and (ii) if Pr[E] ̸= 1, then, conditioned on ¬E, honest parties’ shares
([a]i)i/∈A are distributed computationally indistinguishable from the uniform distribution and independent
of ([a]i mod 2s)i/∈A.

Proof. In this proof we ignore the modulus switching which is performed in ΠVOLE as an optimization.
Adding modulus switching cannot degrade the security of the protocol, as the modulus-switched cipher-
text cannot reveal more information than the original ciphertext.

Observe that in ΠTriple we have∑
j ̸=i

d
(i,j)
0 = [γa]i − [a]i · [α]i −

∑
j ̸=i

e
(j,i)
0∑

j ̸=i
d
(i,j)
1 = [c]i − [a]i ⊙ [b]i −

∑
j ̸=i

e
(j,i)
1∑

j ̸=i
d
(i,j)
2 = [γc]i − [a]i ⊙ [γb]i −

∑
j ̸=i

e
(j,i)
2 .

Hence, given (a ciphertext of) all shares, we can compute a ciphertext cl of
∑

j ̸=i d
(i,j)
l for l ∈ {0, 1, 2}.

Let Ph (h /∈ A) be an arbitrary honest party and, for any ppt. distinguisher D, let AD be the following
attacker on the 2s-enhanced CPA security game (cf. Figure 1):
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1. Receive pk and c from the challenger.
2. Emulate ΠTriple between A and the honest parties until after step (7). Replace Ph’s public key used

in ΠVOLE by pk and replace Ph’s ciphertext ca by ca := c. Use Lemma 2 to extract malicious parties’
shares of [α], JaK, JbK, JcK.

3. Note that ca is a ciphertext of [a]h. Based on the extracted shares, honest parties’ shares, and ca,
compute ciphertexts cl for l ∈ {0, 1, 2} as described above.

4. Let c̃l for l ∈ {0, 1, 2} be the actual accumulated ciphertexts returned to Ph in the emulation.
5. Send ĉl := c̃l − cl for l ∈ {0, 1, 2} to the challenger for zero-checking. If the challenger aborts on any

of those queries, then abort.
6. Receive mb from the challenger.
7. Output D(mb).

We assume linear targeted malleability of BGV, so Theorem 2 states that there exists an event E such
that, (i) if Pr[E] ̸= 0, then Pr[abort | E] ≥ 1− 2−s and (ii) if Pr[E] ̸= 1, then, conditioned on ¬E, AD has
a negligible advantage in the security game. As this holds for all ppt. distinguishers D, it follows that m0

(= a) is computationally indistinguishable from m1. Therefore, conditioned on ¬E, [a]h = ⌊[a]h/2s⌋ =
⌊m0/2

s⌋ is computationally indistinguishable from m̃, which is uniformly distributed and independent
of [a]h mod 2s = m0 mod 2s. Furthermore, observe that the MAC check in the emulation passes only
if ∀l ∈ {0, 1, 2} : unpack(Decsk(ĉl)) = 0, i.e., only if the challenger does not abort in the security game.
Hence the property Pr[abort | E] ≥ 1− 2−s carries over from the security game to the emulation.

The same argument can be repeated independently for each honest party Ph (h /∈ A).

A similar selective failure attack on ΠAuth might reveal information about [α]i and hence about the
secret MAC key α. In the following section about 2s-enhanced CPA security, we argue that the success
probability of learning ℓ bits of [α]i is only 2−ℓ. With the same probability, an adversary can learn ℓ bits
of α during the MPC online phase, and nonetheless, the online phase is secure (since an adversary needs
to predict all bits of α in order to successfully cheat). As it doesn’t matter whether an adversary learns
this information in the offline phase or online phase, it follows that this selective failure attack does not
break security.

B Properties of BGV

This appendix contains technical definitions and proofs related to BGV.

Linear Targeted Malleability of BGV. As in [KPR18] the BGV scheme over Z2t comes with linear
targeted malleability:

Definition 3. An encryption scheme has the linear targeted malleability property if for any polynomial-
size adversary A and any plaintext generator M there is a polynomial-size simulator S such that, for
any sufficiently large λ ∈ N, and any auxiliary input z ∈ {0, 1}poly(λ), the following two distributions are
computationally indistinguishable:

pk, (pk, sk)← Gen(1λ)
s, a1, . . . , am s, a1, . . . , am ←M(pk)

ci ← Encpk(ai),∀1 ≤ i ≤ m
Decsk(c

′
j),∀1 ≤ j ≤ k (c′1, . . . , c

′
k)← A(pk, c1, . . . , cm, z)

with c′1, . . . , c
′
k in the domain of the decryption algorithm


and 

pk, (pk, sk)← Gen(1λ)
s, a1, . . . , am s, a1, . . . , am ←M(pk)

(B, b)← S(pk, z)
a′j ,∀1 ≤ j ≤ k (a′1, . . . , a

′
k)

T ← B(a1, . . . , am)T + b


for a k×m matrix B, a k-dimensional vector b, and s some arbitrary string (possibly correlated with the
plaintexts).
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The argument in the Z2T case is identical (without any non-notational adaptions). Namely, for non-
affine operations on Encpk(m), e.g., for higher order polynomial evaluations, the necessary key switching
material (e.g., as in [DKL+13]) is not available in a purely LHE-scheme. Additionally, ifA himself encrypts
any self-chosen values, S can do the same. Finally, if A uses elements of the ciphertext space not derived
by encryption, e.g., (0, 1) or (0, 2ℓ) for some ℓ ∈ N, S can sample a (dummy) secret key sk′ uniformly at
random and decrypt using sk′. As in [KPR18] we then have to increase the entropy of the secret key by
Stat_sec bits to account for the leakage of up to Stat_sec bits of information about sk with probability
2−Stat_sec. For further details we refer to [KPR18].

As a result of linear targeted malleability, we may assume (as in [KPR18]) that an adversary against
our security game in Figure 1 can only query whether an affine function fB,b(m) = Bm − b for some
a, b ∈ ZT is 0 or not (in which case the protocol aborts). The resulting game is included as Figure 15.

G̃2s-CPA+

1. C samples m
$← ZM

2t . C samples b
$← {0, 1}.

2. For j ∈ poly(s):
(a) A sends some B ∈ ZK×M

2t
to C and b ∈ ZK

2t for some K ∈ N.
(b) If Bm+ b = 0, C sends OK to A. Otherwise, C sends abort to A and aborts and sets b′ = 0.

3. If b = 0, C sends m0 := m to A. Otherwise, C samples m̃
$← ZM

2t−s and sends m1 := 2sm̃+ (m mod 2s) to
A.

4. A outputs b′ ∈ {0, 1}.

The advantage of A is defined as in Figure 1.

Fig. 15: Transformed 2s-enhanced CPA security game.

Composition of Affine Queries. We further add a technical lemma that shows that replacing multiple
affine queries in the proof of 2s-enhanced security of BGV by their composition generally leads to lower
leakage, i.e., the elementary divisor exponent β1 is larger for the composition. Of course the composition
then also has a lower abort probability.

Lemma 6. Let B ∈ ZK×M
2k

be a matrix with Smith normal form B = SDR for invertible matrices
S,R, 0 ≤ r ≤ min{K,M}, and D = (δij2

βjδj<r)0≤i<K,0≤j<M with β1 ≤ · · · ≤ βr. Analogously let
B′ ∈ ZM×L

2k
with Smith normal form B′ = S′D′R′ for invertible matrices S′, R′, 0 ≤ r′ ≤ min{M,L},

and D′ = (δjk2
β′
kδk<r′)0≤j<M,0≤k<L with β′

1 ≤ · · · ≤ β′
r′ for 1 ≤ j < r′. Then there are invertible matrices

S′′, R′′, and 0 ≤ r′′ ≤ min{K,L} such that B′′ := BB′ = S′′D′′R′′ for D = (δik2
β′′
k δk<r′′)0≤i<K,0≤k<L

and β′′
1 ≤ · · · ≤ β′′

r′′ for 1 ≤ j < r′′. We then have β1 + β′
1 ≤ β′′

1 .

Proof. By definition the 2β1 are the first elementary divisors defined as the gcd over all matrix en-
tries, i.e. 2β1 = gcd(bij : 0 ≤ i < K, 0 ≤ j < M) for B = (bij)0≤i<K,0≤j<M . Analogously for
B′ = (b′jk)0≤j<M,0≤k<L and 2β

′
1 . But obviously gcd(bij : 0 ≤ i < K, 0 ≤ j < M) gcd(b′ij : 0 ≤ i < K, 0 ≤

j < M) divides each
∑M−1

j=0 bijb
′
jk, i.e., each entry of B′′. Thus we also have gcd(bij : 0 ≤ i < K, 0 ≤ j <

M) gcd(b′ij : 0 ≤ i < K, 0 ≤ j < M) | gcd(b′′ik : 0 ≤ i < K, 0 ≤ k < L) for BB′ = B′′ = (b′′ik)0≤i<K,0≤k<L.
This implies 2β12β

′
1 | 2β′′

1 and thus β1 + β′
1 ≤ β′′

2 as claimed.

C The Challenge Space

In our zero-knowledge proof we have to show the knowledge soundness property (cf. Definition 5). This
proof requires us to extract a witness, which can be reduced to the task of finding a short inverse of
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w−w′ for any two distinct challenges w,w′ ∈ Chal. We therefore choose the challenge space Chal := {wi |
0 ≤ i < m} for

wi(X) :=

i−1∑
k=0

Xk ∈ R (7)

from [AL21]. Lemma 7 shows that Chal comes in fact with the two necessary properties, i.e., invertibility
of w − w′ and a sufficiently small norm bound.

Remark. The challenge space from [BCS19, CKL21] contained elements w,w′ such that w−w′ was not
invertible, but only had a scaled inverse, i.e., an element r with r(w − w′) = m. As a result this original
ZKPoPK could only prove a statement about a multiple of the original ciphertext.

Lemma 7. Let R = Z[X]/Φm(X) with m prime. For all i ̸= j it holds true that wj−wi ∈ R is invertible
and

∥∥(wj − wi)
−1

∥∥
∞ = 1.

Proof. Below, we prove the statement for 0 ≤ i < j < m, while the remaining cases follow from wi−wj =
(−1) · (wj − wi). Let l be the multiplicative inverse of j − i mod m. Hence there exists n ∈ N such
that (j − i)l = nm + 1. Let h(X) := Xm−iwl(X

j−i). Using, wa(X)wb(X
a) = wab(X), Xm = 1, and

wm(X) = Φm(X) = 0, we obtain

(wj(X)− wi(X))h(X) =

j−1∑
k=i

XkXm−iwl(X
j−i) = wj−i(X)wl(X

j−i) = w(j−i)l(X)

= Xnm + wnm(X) = 1 + wn(X
m)wm(X) = 1,

hence (wj − wi)
−1 = h. For computing the norm of h, first observe that wl(X) in power basis only has

coefficients in {0, 1}. Therefore, the same holds for wl(X
j−i), as m doesn’t divide j− i. By Lemma 8 (see

below) it follows that ∥h∥∞ ≤ 1. As h ̸= 0, it must be that ∥h∥∞ = 1.

The proof of Lemma 7 relies on the following Lemma 8:

Lemma 8. Let l ≤ 0 ≤ u ∈ Z and let f(X) =
∑m−1

k=1 akX
k for some coefficients ak ∈ [l, u]. Then, for

all i ∈ N, it holds true that Xif(X) in the power basis has coefficients in [l − u, u].

Proof. As Xi = Xi mod m, assume without loss of generality that 0 < i ≤ m. Define a0 := 0. We conclude
that

Xif(X) =

m−1∑
k=0

akX
k+i mod m =

m−1∑
k=0

ak−i mod mXk

= am−i +

m−1∑
k=1

ak−i mod mXk (∗)
=

m−1∑
k=1

(ak−i mod m − am−i)X
k

where (∗) follows by subtracting am−iΦm(X) = 0 ∈ R.

In [BCS19, CKL21], the multiplication of a polynomial with a challenge is an operation linear in
m, since their challenges are simple monomials Xj . While our challenges wi ∈ Chal are more complex,
multiplication with a challenge however stays similarly efficient. In fact, in Algorithm 1 we present a
simple algorithm that multiplies a polynomial by wi ∈ Chal and requires only m − 1 additions and
subtractions, independent of i.

Note that we can also run Algorithm 1 on f ∈ Rq. In that case, all arithmetic in the algorithm is
modulo q.

Lemma 9. On input f ∈ R and 0 ≤ i < m, Algorithm 1 correctly outputs fwi.
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Algorithm 1 Multiplication by a challenge.
Input: f ∈ R in power basis, challenge index 0 ≤ i < m
Output: res = fwi in power basis

res := 0 ∈ R
sum := 0 ∈ Z
for j = 1, . . . ,m− 1 do

sum := sum + f.coeff[Xj ]− f.coeff[Xj−i mod m]
res.coeff[Xj ] := sum

end for
return res

Proof. Let f(X) =
∑m−1

j=1 ajX
j for some coefficients ai ∈ Z. Define a0 := 0. We obtain

f(X)wi(X) =

i−1∑
k=0

m−1∑
j=0

ajX
j+k mod m =

i−1∑
k=0

m−1∑
j=0

aj−k mod mXj .

Define b̂j :=
∑i−1

k=0 aj−k mod m and bj := b̂j − b̂0. Using Φm(X) = 0, we obtain

f(X)wi(X) =

m−1∑
j=0

b̂jX
j =

m−1∑
j=0

b̂jX
j

− b̂0Φm(X) =

m−1∑
j=0

bjX
j .

Observe that b0 = 0 and, for 1 ≤ j < m,

bj =

i−1∑
k=0

aj−k mod m − b̂0 =

i−1∑
k=0

aj−1−k mod m − b̂0 + aj − aj−i mod m = bj−1 + aj − aj−i mod m.

Inductively it follows that each res.coeff[Xj ] in Algorithm 1 is computed correctly.

D Security of Zero-Knowledge Proofs

We analyze the security of our proof system based on the following security definitions.

Definition 4 (Completeness). A proof system (P,V) is complete for the relation R with completeness
error ρ ∈ [0, 1] if for all (x,w) ∈ R it holds true that Pr[⟨P(x,w),V(x)⟩ = 0] ≤ ρ.

Definition 5 (Knowledge Soundness). A proof system (P,V) is knowledge sound for the relation
R with soundness error κ ∈ [0, 1] if there exists a polynomial q(·) and probabilistic extractor E such that
for all deterministic adversaries P∗ and x ∈ {0, 1}∗ with

ε := Pr[⟨P∗(x),V(x)⟩ = 1] > κ

it holds true that EP∗(x)(x) outputs a witness w ∈ R(x) in expected time ≤ q(|x|)/(ε− κ).

Definition 6 (Special Honest-Verifier Zero-Knowledge). A proof system (P,V) is special honest-
verifier zero-knowledge for the relation R with statistical distance δ if there exists a probabilistic simulator
S such that for all (x,w) ∈ R and randomness α it holds true that S(x, α) ≈δ Transcr⟨P(x,w),Vα(x)⟩.

Here Transcr⟨P(x,w),Vα(x)⟩ is the random variable over the random coins of P that outputs the
transcript of ⟨P(x,w),Vα(x)⟩.
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E Zero-Knowledge Proof of Plaintext Knowledge

In this appendix, we restate and prove the security theorem of our ZKPoPK (without rejection sampling).
The proof is presented for the case flag = ⊥. The other case flag = Diag can be proven analogously.

Theorem 4. If flag = ⊥, V ≥ (Snd_sec + 2)/ log2|Chal(flag)|, and Z ≥ 2ZK_sec then ΠZKPoPK from
Figure 7 (in Appendix E) is

– complete (Definition 4) for L with negligible completeness error,
– knowledge sound (Definition 5) for LSZKPoPK with SZKPoPK = 2ϑ(flag)2UZ and knowledge error 2−Snd_sec,
– special honest verifier zero-knowledge (Definition 6) for L with statistical distance 2−ZK_sec.

Completeness. For proving completeness, both parties are assumed to behave honestly. We show
that, with overwhelming probability, all checks by the verifier pass when running ΠZKPoPK on input
((C, pk), (m,v, e0, e1)) ∈ L.

As the rows of W consist of U elements from Chal(⊥) = {wi | 0 ≤ i < m}, it follows that

∥W · v∥∞ ≤ φ(m)U ∥v∥∞ = φ(m)U .

As ṽ is sampled uniformly at random with an exponentially larger bound φ(m)UZ, it follows that
v̂ = ṽ +W · v exceeds this bound only with negligible probability. Hence, the verifier’s check on ∥v̂∥∞
passes with overwhelming probability. The same can similarly be shown for ∥m̂∥∞ and ∥ê1∥∞.

It remains to show that the verifier’s last check D = A+W · C passes. Using (a, b) := pk, we obtain

D = Encpk(m̂, v̂, 0, ê1) =
(
bv̂ + 2T · 0 + m̂, av̂ + 2T ê1

)
=

(
b(ṽ +W · v) + 2T ẽ0 + m̃+W · (2Te0 +m), a(ṽ +W · v) + 2T (ẽ1 +W · e1)

)
=

(
bṽ + 2T ẽ0 + m̃, aṽ + 2T ẽ1) +W · (bv + 2Te0 +m, av + 2Te1

)
= Encpk(m̃, ṽ, ẽ0, ẽ1) +W · Encpk(m,v, e0, e1) = A+W · C.

Knowledge Soundness. On input x = (C, pk) and given oracle access to a deterministic prover P∗

that succeeds on x with probability ε > 2−Snd_sec, the extractor has to output a witness w ∈ LSZKPoPK(x).
Let j ∈ [U ]. Because V ≥ (Snd_sec+2)/ log2|Chal|, we can follow the method from [BBC+18, Lemma

3], to extract two accepting transcripts (A,W, (v̂, m̂, ê1)) and (A,W ′, (v̂′, m̂′, ê′1)) where W and W ′ are
equal except for the j-th column. This takes expected time poly(|x|)/ε.

As the transcripts are accepting, we have

D := Encpk(m̂, v̂, 0, ê1) = A+W · C
D′ := Encpk(m̂

′, v̂′, 0, ê′1) = A+W ′ · C.

Subtracting both equations, we obtain

D(i,·) −D′(i,·) = (W (i,j) −W ′(i,j)) · C(j,·)

for i ∈ [V ]. Now choose the row index i such that W (i,j) ̸= W ′(i,j) and let h be the inverse of W (i,j) −
W ′(i,j) ∈ R. By Lemma 7, h exists and ∥h∥∞ = 1. It follows that

Cj,· = h · (D(i,·) −D′(i,·))

= h ·
(
Encpk(m̂

(i), v̂(i), 0, ê
(i)
1 )− Encpk(m̂

′(i), v̂′(i), 0, ê
′(i)
1 )

)
= Encpk

(
h·(m̂(i) − m̂′(i)), h·(v̂(i) − v̂′(i)), 0, h·(ê(i)1 − ê

′(i)
1 )

)
= Encpk(m, v, e0, e1)
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where
m := h · (m̂(i) − m̂′(i)) mod 2T , v := h · (v̂(i) − v̂′(i)),

e0 := h · (m̂(i) − m̂′(i)) div 2T , e1 := h · (ê(i)1 − ê
′(i)
1 ).

Recall that SZKPoPK = 2φ(m)2UZ. Since the extracted transcripts are accepting, we have
∥∥v̂(i) − v̂′(i)

∥∥
∞ ≤

2φ(m)UZ. Using ∥h∥∞ = 1, we conclude that ∥v∥∞ ≤ SZKPoPK. Similarly, it can easily be shown that
∥e0∥∞ ≤ SZKPoPK · (2σ2 + 1) and ∥e1∥∞ ≤ SZKPoPK · 2σ2.

By repeating this procedure to compute (m, v, e0, e1) for each j ∈ [U ], we can extract a valid witness
w ∈ LSZKPoPK(x). The expected runtime of the extractor is still poly(|x|)/ε < poly(|x|)/(ε − κ), meeting
the required bound.

Special Honest-Verifier Zero-Knowledge. In Figure 16 we present our simulator SZKPoPK. Let x ∈ LL
be a common input and let W ∈ Chal(⊥) be the verifier’s randomness. We show that SZKPoPK(x,W ) is
distributed statistically close to the transcript of ⟨P(x),VW (x)⟩.

First, observe that we can ignore the component A in the transcript, as in both worlds A is uniquely
determined by (W, v̂, m̂, ê1). As already argued in the completeness proof, we have ∥W · v∥∞ ≤ φ(m)U .
It follows that the coefficients of v̂ = ṽ + W · v in the real execution are distributed within statistical
distance ≤ 1/Z from the coefficients of v̂ in the simulation. Similarly this can be shown for m̂ and ê1.
Clearly, W is distributed identically in both worlds.

Simulator SZKPoPK

Input: x = (C, pk),W ∈ Chal(⊥)V ×U

Output: A,W, (v̂, m̂, ê1)
Sample (v̂, m̂, ê1)←RV ×3 uniformly at random subject to:

∥v̂∥∞ ≤ φ(m)UZ ∥m̂∥∞ ≤ φ(m)UZ · 2T (2σ2 + 1) ∥ê1∥∞ ≤ φ(m)UZ · 2σ2

D := Encpk(m̂, v̂, 0, ê1)
A := D −W · C mod q
return A,W, (v̂, m̂, ê1)

Fig. 16: Simulator for ΠZKPoPK

F ZKPoPK with Rejection Sampling

In this appendix, we restate and prove the security theorem of our ZKPoPK with rejection sampling.

Theorem 5. If flag = ⊥ and V ≥ (Snd_sec + 2)/ log2|Chal(flag)|, then ΠRS
ZKPoPK from Figure 8 (in

Appendix F) is

– complete (Definition 4) for L with completeness error 1/P ,
– knowledge sound (Definition 5) for LSZKPoPK with SZKPoPK = 6φ(m)ϑ(flag)2UV P and knowledge error

2−Snd_sec,
– special honest verifier zero-knowledge (Definition 6) for L with statistical distance 0.

Proof. Again, we prove the theorem for the case flag = ⊥. The other case flag = Diag can be proven
analogously.

Completeness: For any bound B ∈ N, define I(B) := [−B,B). The coefficients of ṽ are distributed
uniformly at random in I((3φ(m)V P + 1) · φ(m)U). From ∥W · v∥∞ ≤ φ(m)U , it follows for fixed W
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that each coefficient of v̂ is distributed uniformly at random in some superset of Iv := I(3φ(m)2UV P ).
For each coefficient of v̂, the probability that it passes the prover’s check, i.e., lies within Iv, is

3φ(m)2UV P

(3φ(m)V P + 1) · φ(m)U
=

3φ(m)V P

3φ(m)V P + 1
>

3φ(m)V P − 1

3φ(m)V P
= 1− 1/(3φ(m)V P ).

The same probability can be shown for the coefficients of m̂ and ê1 and respective intervals Im and Ie1 .
By a union bound over all 3φ(m)V coefficients, it follows that the prover aborts with probability less
than 1/P .

For the zero-knowledge property, observe that the abort probability does not depend on the inputs
and challenge W . Hence, a simulator can proceed as follows: First determine whether the run should abort
or not. If not, sample v̂, m̂, and ê1 uniformly at random from Iv, Im, and Ie1 , respectively, and compute
A just like SZKPoPK (Figure 16). In the abort case, output an aborting transcript instead. The usage of a
computationally hiding commitment scheme makes sure that the aborting transcript is computationally
indistinguishable from an aborting transcript in the real world.

Knowledge soundness follows analogously to the proof of Theorem 4.

G Secure Coin-Flip for Public-Coin Zero-Knowledge Proofs

One way to perform a secure coin-flip over some challenge space C is the following: First the prover
commits to a random challenge index iP and sends the commitment to the verifier. Afterwards the
verifier samples a random challenge index iV , too, and sends it to the prover. Finally, the prover opens
the commitment and both parties compute the challenge by indexing with iP + iV mod |C| into the
challenge space.

Figure 17 displays our protocol Πcoin-flip that implements this approach in the ROM. It uses a random
oracle H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}Comp_sec which the prover uses to commit to iP .

By using Πcoin-flip to sample the challenges in a public-coin honest-verifier zero-knowledge proof, we
obtain a zero-knowledge proof that is secure against malicious verifiers. This transform also preserves the
completeness and knowledge soundness properties, except that the knowledge soundness property now
only holds for computationally bounded provers that run in polynomial time.

Protocol Πcoin-flip

P : V :

iP
$← Z|C|

r
$← {0, 1}Comp_sec

c := H(r, iP)

iV
$← Z|C|

c−→
iV←−−

W := C[iP + iV ]
r, iP−−−−→ Reject if c ̸= H(r, iP).

W := C[iP + iV ]

Fig. 17: Our secure coin-flipping protocol
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